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   Introduction

This is Innovative Language Learning.

Go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this course and sign up for your
FREE lifetime account.

The course consists of lessons centered on an audio blog that is completely in English. These
audio blogs take you around America and introduce you to many different aspects of the country,
including culture, history, folklore, arts, and more. These blogs will also teach you all about many
different cities in America and what they are famous for. Along the way, you'll pick up sophisticated
expressions and advanced grammar in this Audio Blog series presented entirely in English.

The lesson starts with the English blog, which is all in English and at native speed. 

Finally, practice what you have learned with the review track. In the review track, a native speaker will
say a word or phrase from the dialogue, wait three seconds, and then give you the English definition.
Say the word aloud during the pause. Halfway through the review track, the order will be reversed.
The English definition will be provided first, followed by a three-second pause, and then the word or
phrase from the dialogue. Repeat the words and phrases you hear in the review track aloud to practice
pronunciation and reinforce what you have learned.

Before starting the lessons, go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this
course and sign up for your FREE lifetime account.

                                                                        © www.EnglishClass101.com - All Rights Reserved         
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Formal English

Holiday Shopping

I took my daughter to a hardware store this morning to buy new fan blades for our outdated
ceiling fan.  After buckling her into the red plastic shopping cart, we had barely walked
through the sliding doors when she shouted,  "I wanna see Christmas decorations and
Mickey, Mommy!" She pointed to her left using her entire body.

I looked, and much to my disdain, the aisles were filled with blow up Christmas yard art
depicting Mickey Mouse and friends, toy soldiers, snow globes with Frosty the Snowman
inside, and others too numerous to name.  The center aisle displays were filled with wrapping
paper, plastic boxes designed especially for storing ornaments, and the ornaments
themselves.  Everything was red, green, and gold, and the air smelled of cloves and pine.

Today is Halloween.

When I was a kid, Christmas decorations showed up in the stores after Thanksgiving. 
Halloween candy did not go on sale until after October 31st, and the Pilgrims in their shiny
belt buckles and stove pipe hats were allowed to stick around until the last turkey leg was
eaten.

Now, it seems that we are all in a rush to get to the next holiday, whatever that may be.  I
know that Valentine candy will be on the shelves the day after Christmas, and Santa and his
reindeer will be relegated to the sale aisle at the back of the store.  Perhaps it's just me, but
seeing artificial Christmas trees on Halloween morning takes something special away from
passing out candy to trick-or-treaters at night.

"Look, Mommy," my daughter says as she watches another little girl playing with an
animatronic elf.  It shakes a candy cane studded with silver bells and sings "Jingle Bells" in a
tiny voice.

"Mmmhmm," I say, and turn the cart toward the lighting department.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

hardware store a store that sells tools and other
home repair goods

noun
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fan blade the blade of a rotating fan; the
long arms on a fan that circulate

air

noun

outdated no longer in fashion; old noun
buckle a fastener that holds two ends of a

strap together
noun

ornament an object used for decoration noun
clove the aromatic flower bud of a

clove tree
noun

Pilgrims early American settlers noun
snow globe a glass globe filled with water

and bits of paper that look like
snow; a popular Christmas

decoration

noun

pine a coniferous tree that stays green
all year round; popular during the
winter time, when it is sometimes

used as a Christmas tree

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

I need to pick up a few things from the hardware
store.
I'd like to get a ceiling fan installed in my room.
My cell phone is so outdated-- I bought it four
years ago.
My belt buckle is broken.
I put all of my Christmas ornaments into a big box.
I love the smell of cloves in the winter.
The earliest pilgrims landed in Massachusetts.
My sister used to collect snow globes.
The smell of pine reminds me of Christmas.
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Formal English

Happy Halloween

A few weeks ago, my two-year-old daughter borrowed several picture books about
Halloween from our local library. After reading them and studying the illustrations, she was
excited about trick-or-treating.

"What do you want to dress up as?" I asked. She pointed.

"I dress up as skeleton, Mommy," she said.

We bought black pants and a black shirt at a thrift store for the base of her costume, and we
bought sheets of white felt to make the bones, which we later drew, cut out, and glued on.

Last night, she put on her outfit, complete with a black skullcap and black gloves. I dressed
up as a witch in a floor-length, iridescent purple robe and a long, black and white wig. We
went "trunk-or-treating" in the parking lot of her grandmother's church. About twenty
members of the congregation had decorated their vehicles' trunks as anything from a
graveyard, to a 196 0's dance club, to a fortuneteller's booth, to a princess's castle. My
daughter's favorite trunk was her grandparents'. Ma Mére and Grandy dressed as pirates.
Grandy wore a long, curly, black wig like Captain Hook, and Ma Mére had a red parrot
perched on one shoulder. Their trunk was full of treasure. By the time she had visited all of
the trunks, my daughter had a plastic jack-o-lantern full of candy and other treats.

When we returned home, it was nearly my daughter's bedtime. My husband and I allowed her
to pick one piece of candy to eat. She chose chocolate, of course.

"It's time to put on your jammies," I said, but she wanted no part of that. Halloween had been
so much fun that she wanted to wear her costume to bed.

"Night-night Mommy witch," she said as I put her in her crib.

"Night-night baby skeleton," I said.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

trick-or-treating a Halloween activity during noun
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which children go from door to
door collecting candy

thrift store a store where used items,
including clothing, are sold at low

prices

noun

iridescent shiny and bright; color changing adjective
jammies slang for pajamas, or sleeping

attire
noun

jack-o-lantern a pumpkin onto which the image
of a face has been carved

noun

bedtime the time at which one goes to
sleep

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

I used to love to go trick-or-treating as a child.
We get clothing for our Halloween costumes at the
thrift shop.
These stickers are iridescent; they appear to be
different colors when you look at them from
different angles.
We used to call our pajamas "jammies" when we
were kids.
Jack-o-lanterns line the streets during the
Halloween season.
It's past my bedtime.
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Formal English

Thanksgiving?
"Ugh. I'm stuffed."
"Me, too."
"I couldn't eat another thing. Well, maybe a piece of pumpkin pie. A tiny one. Just a sliver."
"Ooh. That sounds good. Maybe with some ice cream. A small scoop, please."
"I have to loosen my belt."
The turkey carcass sits sideways in the roasting pan, forgotten until someone is motivated to
wash the humongous pile of dishes teetering in the sink. Ice continues to melt in abandoned
glasses of iced, sweet tea, and rings of condensation run together on the Formica counter. I
slouch on the sofa between my father-in-law and my husband, both of whom are snoring
loudly. Football plays on the television.
This is the aftermath of two weeks' worth of planning, shopping, cleaning, and decorating. I
watched two dozen cooking shows about how to roast the perfect maple syrup turkey, make
the perfect cranberry sauce accented with orange zest, and mix the perfect flaky pie crust. I
spent hours in at least four different grocery stores trying to find the oyster mushrooms for
the dressing and Tasso ham for the green beans. I scrubbed the bathroom floor on my hands
and knees like my mother taught me and decorated the front door with Indian corn and
multicolored gourds.
My father-in-law belches in his sleep.
I hear china clinking. My mother-in-law can't stand it anymore. She has to clean. Feeling
guilty, I get up to help her.
"Sit down, sit down," she says. "I'll get this."
I smile and say, "I'll help."
The remains of the bird go into a plastic container, and my stomach rumbles as I anticipate
tomorrow's turkey chowder.
What are you most thankful for and why?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
stuffed filled with something adjective
sliver a small or thin slice noun

piecrust the dough in which pie filling is
baked

noun
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Stuffed turkey is a popular dish during
Thanksgiving.
I'm on a diet, so I'll just have a sliver of cake.
I make my piecrust from scratch.
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Formal English

Christmas

It's five o'clock Christmas morning. I am six years old, and my brother is three. We are
whispering back and forth to each other about what might be waiting out in the family room
for us, and we are trying desperately to stay in bed for at least another hour. We have already
been to our parents' room once.
"Go back to sleep," my mother whispered.
"Listen to your mother," my father said.
My brother is sure that he heard Santa's reindeer land on the roof.In my memory, this is
Christmas. The anticipation of children waiting to be set free from their beds by sleepy
parents so they can see what Santa brought them. My brother sneaking in and out of our
bedroom, getting closer and closer to his goal each time.
"He ate the cookies!" he reports.

Making cookies for Santa was part of the build up, and every year there was a question as to
whether or not he had actually been down our chimney. It wasn't the extra presents that
sealed the deal. It was the cookie crumbs left on the plate by the fireplace and the empty
glass of milk. Once we had determined that the cookies were gone, there was no turning
back.
There is a soft knock at the door. My brother flings it open and flies past my mother who is
standing in the hallway in her blue terrycloth robe. I hug my mom and follow him. The tree
lights glow red, green, and blue.

The angel made from my mother's wedding dress material looks down on us from her perch
on the top of the tree.I can smell coffee brewing as I separate the presents.My brother plays
with a plastic robot.

It is Christmas morning.

What is your family's special tradition?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

cookie crumb a very small piece of cookie noun
fireplace an open space in a wall at the

base of a chimney, in which a fire
noun
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can be built
reindeer a deer with large antlers, closely

associated with winter and
Christmas

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

I got cookie crumbs all over the seat of my car.
My next apartment has to have a fireplace.
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer is a popular
Christmas character.
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Formal English

Christmas Shopping

Today was Sunday, the last day of the big Down East Holiday Show. My mom and I rented a
booth at the show for the weekend to sell our crafts. I paint and make funky little toys called
lumps. My mom is a doll maker. She's been making dolls ever since I can remember.

Raggedy Ann was my first mom-made doll. She had loopy red yarn hair, a white eyelet apron
over a blue and white checked dress, red and white striped legs, and an embroidered heart on
her chest that read "I love you." Over the years, Mom made me baby dolls with jointed arms
and legs, spool dolls with round beads for heads, alien looking dolls with long, oval faces,
and teddy bears with buttons for eyes. In junior high, she helped me make a doll of my own
for a class project. Thor had curly red hair, a Viking hat complete with horns, and a shield
covered in aluminum foil. I believe I got an A. She made so many dolls that, eventually, she
didn't have to use a pattern for the bodies or the clothes. She started to invent her own.

Today, my mom was selling dolls found nowhere else but in her brain and her sewing room.
She had mermaids with dyed sheep's wool for hair and jeweled buttons sewn to their fingers
as rings. She had snow-people made from old chenille bedspreads with feather boas on the
edges of their skirts.  She even had raggedies, but not just the old, traditional raggedies like
the one I had as a kid. These definitely came from my mom with their pink hair, wire rimmed
glasses, and 60s flower-child clothes.

About halfway through the day, a little girl of about eight buzzed into our booth and grabbed
a raggedy off the shelf. She closed her eyes as she hugged the doll, and she rocked it back
and forth. Her mother came in after her.
"This one, Mommy," she said.  She stroked the pink hair.
"Are you sure?" her mother asked.
The little girl nodded, her eyes big and round.
This reaction is what we all hope for when we Christmas shop for our loved ones.
"This one."
Would you rather receive a gift that you expect or one that is a surprise? Why?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

mom-made made by one's mother adjective
crafts small objects or art made entirely noun
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by hand
spool dolls dolls made with the spools on

which thread is wrapped
noun

mermaid half woman and half fish that
lives in the sea

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

That sweater looks very mom-made.
One popular winter craft is the paper snowflake.
I used to make spool dolls when I was in grade
school.
The mermaid, like the unicorn, is a fantasy
creature.
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Formal English

Christmas Decorating

My husband was sullen.
"It's seventy-five degrees," he said.
I sat on the porch of my brother's home in Southern California, basking in the afternoon sun.

"It's supposed to be cold," he said.
I nodded."It's California," I said.

My husband is from eastern North Carolina, and to him, Christmas should involve a jacket
and gloves, not shorts and t-shirts.
"And they don't even have a tree," he said.
I nodded.

In addition to it being warm outside on Christmas Eve, when we arrived at my brother and
sister-in-law's house that morning, we were greeted by what appeared to be a dead tree in a
pot with a few plastic ornaments hanging from it.  They do not celebrate Christmas, but they
wanted to make my husband feel comfortable. Being practical, they bought a monkey puzzle
tree that they would later plant in the yard and decorated that.

"No point in buying a dead tree that's just going to go to the landfill," my brother said when
my husband pointed, gaping at their "Christmas tree."

I knew what my husband was thinking. His family would, at that very moment, be sitting
around a gigantic pine tree decked out in matching white and red ornaments and thousands of
tiny white lights. Their coats would be hanging from the coat rack at the front door.

At my brother's front door, there were several pairs of flip-flops.
Our own tree was fully decorated and probably being climbed by our cat.

"We're leaving the tree up until after New Year's, right?" he asked.
I nodded, smiling.

What holiday do you associate with this time of year?
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Vocabulary
English Definition Class
porch covered, outdoor platform

attached to the front of a house
noun

sullen sad adjective
bask in to take pleasure in verb
to greet to say hello to verb
landfill a large piece of land where

garbage is dumped
noun

ornament an object used for decoration noun
practical suitable for everyday use adjective

associate with to relate to verb
flip-flops sandals noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

I think I'm going to spend the afternoon reading on
the porch.
The boy wore a sullen expression on his face.
I couldn't help but bask in the glory of my win.
He greeted me with a hearty, "Good evening!"
There's a landfill about a mile away from that
building.
I put all of my Christmas ornaments into a big box.
We'll be doing a lot of walking, so you should wear
practical shoes.
I associate the month of December with cold
weather and snow.
Don't forget to pack your flip-flops!
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Formal English

New Year’s Eve

"Five, four, three…"

The camera pans the crowd. Everyone is blowing on noisemakers and jumping up and down.
"...two, one. Happy New Year!"

Confetti flies through the night sky and air horns blow. Every person finds someone else to
kiss for good luck. The cut crystal ball has dropped on Times Square.

My husband is snoring on the couch.

This is New Year's Eve 2007. My daughter is five months old, and my husband and I are
exhausted. I kiss his forehead and turn the television off.

"What?" he snorts.
"Let's go to bed," I say.
"Did I miss it?"
"Yeah," I say, placing our champagne flutes on the counter next to the sink.

I will wash them in the morning, I think, and I pad down the hall to our bedroom.

There was a time when I would have been dancing at a rave on New Year's Eve, kissing the
boy I was dancing with and hugging my girlfriends. A time when I would have been at a
posh party in Hollywood Hills, trying to avoid being thrown into a heated pool in my little
black dress. But times have changed, and I am at home, going to bed in my flannel pajamas
at four minutes past midnight, and listening to my baby daughter breathe on the monitor.
Life, as they say, is good.

The New Year is a time for resolutions, and so I make one as I close my eyes. I will always
remember this moment. I will always remember what it felt like to be perfectly content with
a New Year's Eve spent next to my sleeping husband on the couch, my first child asleep in
her crib, and a glass of cheap bubbly in my hand.

What will your resolution be this year, and how will you keep it?
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Vocabulary
English Definition Class

noisemaker a toy used to make loud noise at a
party or other celebration

noun

confetti small pieces of paper that are
thrown into the air at parties or

other celebrations

noun

air horn a noisemaker that sends a blast of
sound made with air

noun

crystal ball ball that is the centerpiece of the
annual New Year's eve

celebration in New York; also
known as a fortune-telling device

noun

snort a mean laugh, a loud sound made
when breathing in or out

noun

champagne flute a smaller wine glass used to drink
Champagne or other sparkling

wine

noun

rave a dance party noun
posh elegant, expensive adjective

flannel very soft, brushed cotton noun
bubbly slang for Champagne or other

sparkling wine
noun

New Year's resolution promise made to change
something about oneself in the

New Year

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

We all shook our noisemakers when the clock
struck twelve o'clock.
Confetti covered the street after the parade ended.
The sound of the air horn startled us.
We watched as the crystal ball made its descent.
The rich man snorted at us because we were
wearing jeans.
Champagne flutes are just the right size to make a
toast at a party.
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I broke one of my champagne flutes while washing
the dishes.
When I was a teenager, I went to raves every other
night.
Rodeo Drive in Beverly Hills is lined with all kinds
of posh shops.
Flannel sheets are very warm, and very
comfortable.
No party is complete without bubbly.
My New Year's resolution this year is to lose
weight.
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Formal English

New Year’s Day

"Black-eyed peas?" I asked.
"Gotta have 'em," my husband said, rubbing his stomach in anticipation.
"They're the best when they've been cooked down with some bacon or ham and get all
mushy…mmmm."
"Never heard of it," I said.
"What?" He was shocked.

"You're kidding, right?" No, I wasn't kidding. I had never heard of the New Year's Day
tradition of eating black-eyed peas for luck.  In fact, I had never eaten black-eyed peas in my
life. Not even once.

"Maybe it's a Southern thing," I said.

Since moving to the Southern United States from Southern California ten years ago, I have
learned many new things, the main thing being that American culture can be vastly different
from region to region. The American South is no exception.

Take tobacco, for instance. It is not just something that comes rolled in a cigarette and gets
you kicked out of California bars. Tobacco is a way of life. Ask just about any Southerner
over the age of thirty, and he'll tell you a story about farming tobacco. It has to be planted
and picked by hand, and then the leaves must be dried in barns before going to auction.
Modern tobacco barns are made of metal and run by electricity, but drive down any North
Carolina country road, and you will see a wooden tobacco barn leaning to one side, its metal
roof waiting to rust away. Many Southerners have vivid memories of climbing into the
rafters of those old barns to hang tobacco sticks laden with leaves over propane heaters to
dry.

In ten years, I have become enamored with the culture of the South.

I have walked into many old tobacco barns and seen the ghosts of family.  And every New
Year's morning, I eat black-eyed peas.

What do you do for good luck?
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Vocabulary
English Definition Class

black-eyed peas noun
tobacco noun

Southerner noun
auction noun

barn noun
country road noun
laden with adjective

propane heater noun
enamor verb

good luck phrase
rafters noun
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Formal English

The Open Road

It is six-thirty in the morning. I get into my mini-van and hit the road for Greenville, North
Carolina, a town about an hour and fifteen minutes south of my house. The van is loaded
down with furniture for children's rooms, acrylic paintings, and a bag packed for a weekend
stay. I am heading for a holiday craft show; my mom is a doll maker, and I am a painter. This
will be our first show together, and I am a bit nervous. What if we don't sell anything? What
if we do sell everything? My mind is running a mile a minute.

The small, two-lane highway opens up before me. My headlights cut the dark. The overture
to "The Nightmare Before Christmas" is playing on my iPod. It is a peaceful morning, and I
am the only one out besides the school buses. I am reminded of junior high school and the
hour and thirty minute ride from my house in Los Angeles to the magnet school on the hill by
the beach.

I take a turn a bit too quickly, and I hear my painting shift in the back. I crane my neck to see
if anything appears to be in danger of being damaged. Everything seems to be in place. What
if no one likes my work?

The sky begins to lighten, and more cars join me heading south. I wonder where they are all
headed. To work? To school? I wonder what they are thinking; what they are worried about
on this particular dawn.

If you could drive anywhere, where would you go and why?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
acrylic a type of paint, a kind of paint adjective

headlight a light on the front end of a car or
other vehicle

noun

overture the introduction to a musical
work

noun

to crane to raise, stretch, or turn verb
highway a big road for driving fast
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Vocabulary Sample Sentences

One of the headlights on my car is broken.
The overture to that song is really gorgeous.
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Formal English

Snow

When I was growing up in Southern California, going to the snow meant packing ourselves
into snow suits and then into our 1969 Volkswagen van and driving up the winding road to
Big Bear. When we got there, we would sled down hillsides until we were hungry, then we'd
eat sandwiches Mom had made that morning. We'd pack snow into a cardboard box and tie it
to the top of the van so we could play in it in our front yard when we got home.

Now that I live on the East Coast, I wait for the snow to come to me. For most of the ten
years I've lived in North Carolina, it has snowed for at least one day, just enough to cover the
ground and keep most folks home from work and school. Just enough to make a decent
snowman, and for my husband to make snow cream.

"What's snow cream?" I asked the first year we were together.

"You don't know what snow cream is?" he asked, packing the side of our snowman's head
down.

"Well, I assume it's made with snow and cream," I said.

"Very good," he said.  "Come on. I'll show you."

He retrieved a bowl from his kitchen and filled it with the freshest snow he could find. Back
in the house, he added sugar and evaporated milk to the snow and stirred the mixture around.

"Taste," he said, offering me a spoonful.

I was dubious about the concoction, but I ate it anyway. And boy, was it good.

What is your experience with snow?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

winding road road with many turns noun
evaporated milk canned milk with most of the

water removed
noun
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dubious unsure, uncertain adjective
concoction mixture of ingredients, detailed

story
noun

folk people (casual) noun
decent good enough, sufficient adjective
sled ride on a motorless vehicle made

for snow
verb

bowl round dish with tall, curving used
for holding food

noun

retrieve to get and bring back verb
stir to mix using a circular motion

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

In the mountains, there are only winding roads.
He felt sick driving down the winding road.
It's easy to store evaporated milk.
He made milk by mixing water with the evaporated
milk.
That business has some dubious methods.
They remained dubious about my idea.
The boy's story is an unlikely concoction.
The dish was a concoction of meats and
vegetables.
Most folks don't care about politics.
What are you folks doing this afternoon?
The company's starting salary is decent, but
promotions come quickly.
Her dress was not amazing, but decent for the
party.
Before cars, people often used sleds pulled by
horses to travel over snow.
He sled down the snowy hillside.
Caffé latte is served in a bowl in some places.
He used a bowl for his cereal.
The police retrieved his stolen car.
The owner threw the ball for the dog to retrieve.
She stirred the milk and sugar into her coffee.
Please stir the soup from time to time or it will
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stick to the bottom of the pot.
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Formal English

Resolutions Broken

It's nearing the end of January, and I am sitting at a beautifully set table in a nice restaurant
with my husband. The lights are low and soft, and they reflect in a spectrum of color off the
fine crystal stemware. Polished silver forks lie prone on a spotless white linen tablecloth next
to a plate of almost translucent china. A five layer chocolate cake complete with vanilla ice
cream sits on that plate between us, staring me down, daring me to go ahead – take a bite.

I do.
"That lasted longer than most," my husband says, his mouth full of delicious dessert.
"Just leave me alone, why don't you," I say, taking yet another bite.  "It's so good!"
"Yep," he says.

Yes, it's another year, and another year's resolution is broken. This is an eventuality that I
have come to expect. Most of the New Year's resolutions I have made in my lifetime have
had the common theme of depriving myself of something that I love; something that an
authority has deemed "bad for you."  Chocolate, sweets, tobacco, alcohol, sitting on the
couch, watching all of the sequels to Halloween; you name it. If someone has said that it's
bad for you, I probably like it. And I have made at least one resolution to give it up.

Perhaps this year, I will make a resolution to not make resolutions. Is that contradictory? 
Well, that's me. Perhaps I'll go with the Greek idea of the Golden Mean, something my
favorite Founding Father, Ben Franklin, lived his life by.  Everything in moderation. I'll
make a resolution to give up the guilt associated with breaking my resolutions. Yeah, that's
what I'll do.
And, just maybe, I'll have another piece of that cake.

if were you to make a resolution, what would it be and why?.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
lie prone lying flat, resting in a horizontal

position
phrasal verb

translucent almost see-through, just clear
enough for light to come through

adjective

dare to tell someone to do something verb
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difficult to show courage
eventuality something that might happen noun

deprive to take away from somebody or
something

verb

deem to think of someone or something
in a certain way

verb

contradictory having information that disagrees
with other information

adjective

polished something smooth and shiny from
being rubbed

verb

guilt bad feeling caused by thinking
something bad has been done

noun

sequel book or movie that continues the
story begun in an earlier book or

movie

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The silverware lies prone on the table.
He lay prone on the floor.
The translucent stained glass windows look
wonderful on sunny days.
The translucent jelly fish swam through the water.
The boy dared his brother to eat a can of dog food.
She dared me to jump off the ramp with my
skateboard.
If you plan well, you can handle any eventuality.
Rain is an eventuality we need to consider for the
event.
Cinderella's stepmother deprived her of love.
He couldn't think because he was so sleep
deprived.
The car was deemed unsafe for highway driving.
He deemed it smart to not fight with his boss.
The two girls gave contradictory statements about
what happened at the dance.
The contradictory information confused the
students.
The silverware at the restaurant is nicely polished
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and set.
They polished the floor so clean that they could see
their reflection.
Sometimes feelings of guilt can stop you from
doing something nice.
She felt guilt after breaking the glass.
"Godfather II" is considered one of the best
sequels ever made.
The sequels were not as good as the first movie.
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Formal English

Super Bowl Party

I stand on the concrete boardwalk at Mission Beach, shaking the sand out of my clothes and
out of my hair. I hop up on the low concrete wall and brush the sand from the soles of my
feet. It is cool, but not cold, and the sun is shining over the ocean, sparkling in that gorgeous,
San Diego way as I take a break from playing touch football on the beach. Most of the guys
are still playing in an unorganized, boyish sort of way, kicking up sand and tackling each
other at every chance. It is Super Bowl Sunday of my senior year of college, and it is the last
time that I will be with all of these friends, all at the same time.

Later, back in the apartment, we will watch the game. The Chargers are playing; against
whom, I can't recall. We will eat about a thousand chicken wings, drink too much cheap beer,
and sit around, yelling and screaming at the television until the Chargers finally lose. We will
go home to our apartments or dorm rooms and try to finish whatever assignments we had put
off until the last minute. We will go to school with too little sleep and at least one of us will
be hung over, but it will have been worth it. We will finish the semester, graduate, and
separate, beginning the rest of our lives.

But that afternoon will always be there like sunlight on the ocean, shining for a short moment
in the corner of my mind.

What sport do you enjoying watching or playing? What do you like best about it?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

sole bottom part of feet or shoes noun
boardwalk walkway made of wooden boards,

entertainment district near a
beach

noun

tackle to grab and throw somebody to
the ground

verb

hung over sick after drinkinig too much
alcohol (the day before)

adjective

dorm informal for dormitory,
college/university building where

students live

noun
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assignment task that someone needs to
complete

noun

recall remember verb
touch football version of American football

where the ball carrier is touched
not tackled

noun

gorgeous very beautiful adjective
put off avoid doing phrasal verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

My old shoes need new soles.
He had blisters on the soles of his feet from
walking so much.
There is a boardwalk path through the redwood
trees in that park.
They ate at a restaurant on the boardwalk.
The police tackled the robber as he ran from the
store.
Two athletes tackled the guy with the ball.
If you don't want to be hung over after drinking
alcohol, be sure to drink a lot of water.
I was hung over New Year's morning from the big
party.
I made a lot of friends in the dorms in my freshman
year.
They all stayed up late chatting in the dorms.
The new police officer is still waiting for her first
field assignment away from her desk.
He had to complete three assignments before the
end of the week.
I don't recall the time of our meeting tomorrow.
The teacher couldn't recall the student's name.
Touch football is a game which boys and girls can
play together.
They always play touch football in the park.
The ocean view is gorgeous from the top of the
hill.
The bride looked gorgeous in her wedding dress.
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He was late after putting off the assignment for
days.
He put off doing the dishes, now they smell really
bad.
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Formal English

Valentine’s Day

Valentine's Day is a source of much anticipation and disappointment for many people, but
none have more to lose or gain than the elementary school child.  The teacher brings a
gigantic box wrapped with shiny red paper and studded with white, paper-heart doilies into
the classroom, and sets it on a table right in front of the chalkboard.  The children file past,
dropping their stacks of carefully signed and sealed Valentines into the slot cut into the top of
the box.  Then, they must wait as the teacher passes out the precious cards, one by painful
one.
Whoever has the tallest stack when the box is empty is the winner.

And they say that love is not a game.

I can distinctly remember agonizing over whether or not to put "Love," as the closing on the
Valentine's cards destined to end up on certain boys' desks.  I can also remember simply
scrawling my name at the bottom of the cards that my mother made me give out to boys and
girls I did not like.

"You don't want to leave anyone out," she would say. "How would you like it if someone
forgot to send you a card?"

Not at all.  The snubs of Valentine's Days past would flit through my mind.

"But…"

"No buts," mom would say, and she would cross one more name off the list of my classmates
for that school year.

Inevitably, I would end up with fewer cards than there were students in the classroom.  I'm
sure it was the same for everyone, and probably much worse for some, but I always
wondered what was so wrong with me that little Oscar didn't want to send me a Valentine.
Why didn't he like me?

Valentine's Day doesn't change much as we get older.  There is no longer a box with a slot
cut in the top; there is no longer a teacher placing cards on desks.   But the feelings remain
the same.  Girls dreaming of wine and roses end up wondering, "Why doesn't he like me?"
People feel neglected, left out.
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Perhaps, we should all take the advice my mother gave me on a Valentine's Day not so long
ago, and treat those we love and care for as if every day is Valentine's Day.

If today were Valentine's Day, how would you show your loved ones how much you care for
them?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
file past walk by in a line phrase

stack group of things put on top of each
other

noun

signed and sealed describing a letter that is ready
for delivery

idiom

valentine card sent to a special person on
Valentine's Day

noun

destined certain to do something, certain to
be something

adjective

snub incident where someone is
ignored (non-standard)

noun

flit to move through quickly verb
anticipation feeling of excitement about

something expected
noun

doily piece of cloth or paper with
decorative patters made of holes

noun

inevitably in a way that is sure to happen adverb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The fans filed past the entrance gate into the
stadium.
They all filed past his coffin with tears.
We stacked the tables and chairs so we could
dance in the classroom after school.
The stack of textbooks were too heavy to carry.
The contract is signed and sealed.
The package was signed and sealed and ready for
delivery.
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American elementary school children usually give
valentines to all their classmates.
I waited with hopes that she would send me a
valentine this year.
I didn't study, so I'm destined to fail the test.
He was destined to be an astronaut.
I remember all those snubs from high school.
My dog likes to chase the butterflies flitting in the
garden.
An image of a sandy beach flitted through my mind
when I saw the travel agent.
The team prepared in anticipation of the big
playoff game.
She waited in anticipation for her package to
arrive.
The table was decorated with lots of pretty doilies.
The chef placed the baked cake on a doily.
Her boss inevitably criticizes her efforts.
The teenager inevitably had to give his toys to his
baby brother.
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Formal English

Sweaters

"Ugh," I say as I look into the coat closet. I grab my black leather jacket and haul it on over
my bulky wool sweater, knowing I will want to take it off about ten minutes into my
commute to work at the community college. I put on my gloves and fumble with the lock on
the door. "Come on," I grumble.

"Turn already."  It finally does, and I slam the door shut, heading out to the car. I turn the key
in the lock and pull. Nothing happens. "Great," I say. "Just terrific." I open the trunk and take
out a can of deicer. I spray it into the lock and try the key again. It turns.

I get in and start the car, shivering as the heat struggles to come on.
The road is nearly deserted as I drive through the mostly melted snow.
Smoke pours out of a chimney, and I stare longingly at it, wishing I could be curled up next
to a fire with a book instead of out here on the road, going in to work. "Ugh," I say.

By mid-February, the novelty of having an actual winter has worn off, and my ingrained,
Southern California girl reappears with a vengeance. I long for seventy-five degree February
days at the beach, sipping a coffee at an outdoor restaurant patio on the boardwalk, and
watching the surfers chase the perfect wave. I crave the feeling of sand between my toes
every time I pull on boots over heavy socks. I miss the breeze mussing my hair as I pull on
yet another unflattering knit cap.

Of course, by the time I am absolutely sick of the cold, the first shoots of green begin to
appear in the brown dirt, and the Spring is an absolute delight.
This is something you don't get in Southern California, this joy of seeing the earth come back
to life bit by little green bit.

What are the seasons like where you live?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

haul to do something slowly and
heavily

verb

fumble to handle something in an
awkward, clumsy way

verb
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be curled up to curve the body verb
muss to mess up, make disorderly verb

unflattering being unattractive adjective
deicer a chemical or device that melts

ice
noun

shivering shaking or trembling adjective
chimney part of the structure of a building

that allows smoke to escape
noun

crave to want something very much,
desire

verb

bulky being overly large in size adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

He hauled his luggage up the stairs.
I fumbled with the ball before dropping it.
The puppy curled up next to me.
He mussed the closet while looking for his tie.
The jeans were unflattering on her.
He used the deicer to melt the snow.
The little dog was shivering in the cold.
Santa Clause enters through the chimneys of
houses and leaves toys.
He craved home-cooked meals while he was
overseas.
My ski jacket was very bulky and hard to move in.
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Formal English

Goose Creek

A breeze blows in off Goose Creek and sends glowing sparks swirling up into the night. The
smell of a wood fire permeates our heavy jackets and on through to our skin, dry and warm
beneath layers of clothing. We drink and roast marshmallows on sticks and tell stories.

"Do you remember that time in Vegas when it was so cold outside?"
"But we went in the Jacuzzi anyway?"  I finish my brother's thought.
"That guy was crazy," he says.
"Tell me about it," I say. I turn to my husband and my brother's wife, neither of whom were
there, of course. "This old guy was swimming in the pool, and it was like, what?  Thirty
degrees outside?" Jordan nods.

"Yeah, it was bad enough getting out of that warm water, much less swimming in an ice cold
pool."

I smile, remembering. "And that time in Yellowstone?  When dad put his motorcycle jacket
on Shep?"

My brother laughs around the lip of his cup. "That poor dog, out there in the snow. " We
reminisce quietly, thoughts like embers of childhood.

Our spouses are used to our fragments of memory, melted together by days spent driving
from state to state in our old van, camping in national parks across the country. My brother
and I were fortunate in that we saw much of the United States as children, and we were made
aware of the natural beauty this country offers. We saw the vastness of the Grand Canyon
and the staggering heights of the Sequoias. We swam in the wide oceans and waded in creeks
little more than a trickle. It is nature that binds us together, and we try to get back to it as
often as we can.

We sit around the fire, listening to the sound of the water slipping by in the dark, not wanting
to end the night and enter the small circles of our tents.  Remember?  Remember when?

Have you ever been camping?  Where would you like to go camping and why?
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Vocabulary
English Definition Class
permeate to go through and spread verb
reminisce to think or talk about the past verb

ember glowing piece of coal or wood
from a fire

noun

staggering very surprising and
overwhelming

adjective

wade to walk through water verb
trickle to flow or fall in drops verb
bind to tie something, wrap something verb

fragment broken part or piece of
something, incomplete part

noun

vastness great size noun
be aware to know that something exists adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The skunk's spray permeated the night air.
The music from the band permeated through the
night sky.
In her memoirs, she reminisces a lot about her
glory days.
We reminisced about our younger years at the
reunion.
Every now and then the embers of her first love
are stoked.
The red-hot embers were scattered around the fire.
The size of the Egyptian pyramids are staggering.
A staggering number of people went to the concert.
Elderly people love to wade through the pool at my
sports club.
The ducks were wading in the small pond.
The rain trickles down the tree and into the creek.
The water trickled out of the faucet.
They were binded to the rules and had to follow
them.
A common enemy often binds rivals together for a
while.
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Please bind the old newspapers so we can throw
them away.
I only have fragments of memories from my
childhood.
They only found fragments of the dishes from the
Titanic.
It's difficult to imagine the vastness of the universe.
The vastness of the Grand Canyon will make your
jaw drop in wonder.
I'm aware how important the contract is.
Are you aware of the problem?
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Formal English

Painting
"I need my smock, mommy," my daughter says as she holds her arms up over her head.

"Oops, I forgot," I say, and I slip a t-shirt borrowed from her father's drawer over her head. It
is nearly covered with paint.

"You forgot?" she says, looking up at me.
"Yep. I forgot." I open the lid to her finger paint. "You ready?" I ask.

"Yes," she says clearly in her two-year-old voice, "I'm ready."

I squeeze a little paint on the extra large sheet of paper we have taped to her painting table.
She ends up with small pools of red, green, blue, and yellow in front of her, and she lines
herself up in front of them, her fingers outstretched.
"Go ahead," I say, and she plunges in, swirling the paint around and mixing it together until it
is nearly all a dark shade of blue-green.

I watch her make patterns in the paint as I load my brush with yellow ochre and consider the
brushstroke I am about to make. I am painting my crazy dog, Annie, whose head will never
quite sit straight after a car accident months before she came to live with me over eight years
ago now.

"That's Annie, Mommy," my daughter says, pointing with a small finger covered in paint.

"That's right," I say, considering the painting. We are both unconsciously cocking our heads,
mimicking Annie's position.

The studio is our place, my daughter's and mine. I can only hope that she will remember this
moment, or moments like it, with as much fondness as I will.

What do you do in your "down time"?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

swirl to move in circles, to cause to
move in circles

verb
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ocher having a yellowish-orange color noun
convey to make something known to

someone
verb

quirky unusual in an interesting way adjective
haphazard having no plan or order or

direction
adjective

cock to turn or raise part of one's body
to one side

verb

smock a light and loose long shirt
someone wears over one's regular

clothing so it will not get dirty

noun

plunge into to start with energy phrasal verb
mimic to copy, to imitate verb

fondness good feeling from love or
friendship

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The toilet water swirled when I flushed.
The water swirled at the bottom of the bathtub
before it went down the drain.
The sky was an ochre color when the sun was
setting.
She said the trees were a beautiful color of ocher.
She could not convey her happiness with words.
The best way to convey your feelings is simply to
speak from your heart.
There is a quirky new comedy playing at the
theater.
She had a very quirky personality.
We received a haphazard tour of the city.
She slopped the paint onto the canvas
haphazardly.
The dog cocked his ear when he heard the can
opener.
They cocked their head in confusion.
Please wear a smock in the science lab.
The artist's smock was covered in bright paint.
They knew they didn't have much time, so they
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plunged into the big project.
She plunged into her studies.
Many comedians are good at mimicking famous
people.
The parrot mimicked his voice.
I have a fondness for dark chocolate.
There was fondness in her voice when she talked to
him.
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Formal English

Beneath The Fig Tree

A few months ago, I started cleaning out an old fig tree in my backyard.
It had become overgrown with jasmine vines and poison ivy during the thirty years that my
husband's grandparents lived here, and it was struggling to survive. Dressed for battle in a
long-sleeve, button down shirt, overalls tucked into socks, work boots, and heavy leather
gloves, I began work on the outside, snipping and hacking away with my pruning shears.

After about an hour, I had a pile of vines waist high and as big around as the tree itself, but it
seemed that I had made almost no progress. Frustrated, I sat down to have a glass of water.
The tangled mess of branches and opportunistic plants stared me down. I closed my eyes and
tilted my head to the sun in defiance.

An old memory came into my mind of sunlight filtering its way through leaves. I was ten,
and I was sitting beneath a mammoth fig tree in a friend's backyard. She was twelve and on
the swim team with me. We were eating the just ripened fruit, cross-legged in our bathing
suits, waiting for her mom to finish with the dishes so we could go to practice. We were
laughing about something I can't remember now.

I remember that moment under that tree as a moment of respite, a small instance of absolute
peace in the half-wild garden of my consciousness. I smile, finish the last of my water, and
get back to work.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

pruning shears garden tool used for cutting or
trimming branches or trees

noun

snip to cut with scissors verb
hack to cut many times in a violent

way
verb

pile things that are placed one on top
of another

noun

tangled twisted together adjective
respite a period of rest or relief noun

instance an example of a happening or
situation

noun
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consciousness being aware and understanding
what is happening around you

noun

absolutely in a complete and total way adjective
flit to move through quickly verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

There are some pruning shears in the gardener's
shed.
She used the pruning shears to trim back the
hedges in the garden.
Please snip the tags off the new clothes.
The gardener snipped the dying roses so new ones
could bloom.
The firewood has been hacked.
He hacked his way through the thick brush.
Please stack the papers in neat piles.
The pile of dirty closed needs to be washed.
It's hard not to tangle all these computer wires.
Her tangled hair was hard to brush.
The sunny weekend gave a respite from the stormy
two weeks.
The students acted rowdy all day, with no respite
for the exhausted teachers.
The accident was another instance of bad luck on
their trip.
In this instance, she would rather be nowhere else.
We want to raise the social consciousness of our
students.
The will to live runs deep in the human
consciousness.
There was absolute silence just as he yelled out the
girl's name.
The plan was an absolute failure.
My dog likes to chase the butterflies flitting in the
garden.
An image of a sandy beach flitted through my mind
when I saw the travel agent.
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Formal English

Easter

The smell of vinegar always reminds me of Easter. You can use water to dissolve those little
color tablets, but vinegar really makes the dyes pop. The purples are vibrant and show off the
white words "Happy Easter!" left by a clear wax crayon. The greens make the little pastel
egg stickers look like they are lying in grass.

My daughter wrinkles her nose as I pour white vinegar into six glasses. She carefully
deposits the dye tablets into them, and she watches in fascination as they begin to bubble and
separate. Her fingers inch toward the mixture.

"Don't put your hands in there, sweetie," I say.
We are sitting on a plastic tablecloth set out on the kitchen floor. My daughter wears nothing
but a diaper, and I wear old sweats I use for painting. I am prepared for Easter egg dye.

Later, we will take a long bath. I will dress my daughter in a frilly dress, socks edged in lace,
and patent leather shoes.I will hastily apply makeup and pull my hair up into a loose bun. We
will go to church with my in-laws and everyone will ooh and ah over the baby's dress. She
will bounce around and perform for them, basking in their attention.

When the sermon ends, we will gather in the dining room used only for holiday meals and eat
ham, potatoes, green bean casserole, dinner rolls, and congealed salad. We will sit and talk
for a while in front of the television.

Through it all, the scent memory of dying Easter eggs will take me back to the kitchen floor
and the look of wonder in my daughter's eyes.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

bun a way of arranging long hair by
twisting it into a round shape at

the sides or back of the head

noun

ooh and ah to exclaim in wonder or
admiration

phrasal verb

bask to enjoy attention and good
feelings from others

verb
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congealed describes something that has
become thick or solid

verb

vibrant having or showing energy and
activity

adjective

frilly having wavy edges adjective
hastily in a hurry, very quickly adverb

dye a substance for changing the color
of something like clothes or hair

noun

sermon speech by religious leader about a
religious moral or subject

noun

wrinkle (verb) to make lines appear on skin
surface

verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Princess Leia had buns on the side of her head.
The teacher always has her hair pulled up in a
tight bun.
The audience oohed and ah-ed at the magician's
tricks.
The kids can't help but ooh and ah at the sight of
the fireworks exploding in the sky!
The singer basked in the applause of the audience.
The couple is basking in their love.
The blood from his injury congealed on his shirt.
The sauce had congealed into a thick paste.
Chicago has a vibrant night life.
His vibrant personality brightens the room.
The plants have frilly leaves.
The frilly dress was perfect for spring.
He left the room hastily.
The dog hastily ate his treat.
He bought some dye to color his hair blue.
The dye not only colored her shirt, but her hands
as well.
Preaching sermons is part of a pastor's job.
The sermon about kindness was an hour long.
Linen shirts wrinkles easily.
His forehead wrinkled when he raised his
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eyebrows.
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Formal English

April Showers

"It's raining. It's pouring. The old man is snoring…"

I hear the child singing this song as he jumps with glee into yet another puddle.  His mother
mutters his name and something else inaudible under her breath, not wanting the people on
the sidewalk to hear her frustration.  She pulls on his hand, looped into hers at the end of his
blue plastic slicker.  She is huddled beneath a loose green scarf and black umbrella on her
busy way to, or from, somewhere.  Her son picks up his galoshes-clad feet and drops them
like rocks into a pool.

"He went to bed and bumped his head…"

"…and couldn't get up in the morning."  I finish the child's rhyme and drop him a wink as I
pass.

Every time it rains, this song goes through my head.  This one and  "Rain, rain, Go away;
come again some other day,"  refuse to be relegated to memory.  Is it the rain that children
dislike?  Or is it the fact that their parents will not let them outside when it is raining?  I can
remember staying on the playground as long as the teachers would let me, letting the rain
soak my hair before going back into the classroom after a freak afternoon storm.  And what
kid doesn't like a good puddle to jump in?

There is a theory that human beings cannot understand a thing without the experience of its
opposite.  We cannot know love without knowing hate, we cannot know good without
knowing evil, and we cannot know dry without knowing wet.  Perhaps children know this,
and so they go to extremes while most adults try to maintain something in the middle.

I contemplate this world of binary opposites, and I leap with both feet into the next puddle I
see.

What rainy day rhymes have you heard?  What memories do you associate with them?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

glee very happy feeling noun
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inaudible impossible to hear adjective
slicker a raincoat noun

huddled come together close in a group adjective
clad being covered or clothed adjective

relegate to be moved to another area or
group

verb

contemplate to think deeply about something verb
galoshes rubber boots noun

freak something strange, not normal adjective
puddle water on the ground in a small

amount
noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

You could see the glee on her face as she read the
love letter.
The children opened their presents with glee!
Dogs hear sounds that are inaudible to people.
The recording of the speech was inaudible.
You should wear your slicker today; it's going to
rain.
She wore a bright yellow slicker over her clothing.
They huddled around the TV to find out who won
the contest.
The skiers huddled to keep warm.
The outfield wall at the Chicago Cubs baseball
park is clad with ivy.
The blue-clad soccer fans cheered loudly.
The star baseball player was relegated to coaching
while he was injured.
Try as he might, he cannot relegate the
embarrassing incident from his memory.
He contemplated the meaning of life during his
vacation.
She contemplated whether to eat chocolate or
banana pie with her lunch for at least fifteen
minutes!
You need galoshes for the rainy season when you
live in Oregon.
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Her galoshes were wet even on the inside from
splashing so much in puddles.
The winter typhoon was a freak event; no one
expected it.
The man was rushed to a hospital after a freak
accident.
I got my socks wet when I accidentally stepped in a
puddle.
Everyone hopped over the puddle by the entrance.
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Formal English

Flying Kites

"Daddy is flying a kite!"

My daughter bends her whole body over my face, blocking the morning sun.

"Mommy! Daddy is flying a kite!"

I smile at her enthusiasm.  "He is?" I ask.

"Yes!" she says, and she turns to toddle back through the sand to where her father stands,
roping the wind with a plastic ladybug kite.

I can see them standing together, and although I can't hear what they are saying from where I
sit on my beach towel, I know when my daughter points into the sky, she is saying, "Daddy,
you're flying a kite!"

I roll over and watch them, my husband and tiny daughter having the time of their lives.  The
winds whip the kite's plastic tails around and the ladybug dives and climbs, dives and climbs,
over and over again until it finally takes a header into the sand.  My daughter runs as best she
can on her chubby little legs over to the fallen toy, and she squats next to it as her father
explains what has happened.  In another minute, the kite is back in the air, and the scene
repeats itself.

Of all of the things I love about being a mom, the way my daughter discovers the world is
one of my favorites.  Everything is brand new, and she makes me see simple things, like
flying a kite on the beach, as fascinating and an opportunity for joy.  I know that in a
moment, she will be too old for flying kites with her parents, and so I watch her, imprinting
this moment in my mind.

What activities do you enjoy on windy days?

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
to rope to draw in as if with a rope, to

lure in
verb
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header a fall or dive taken headfirst noun
enthusiasm strong excitement or feeling

toward something
noun

toddle to walk with slow unstable steps verb
to have the time of you life to be enjoying something as if it

were the best moment in your life
phrase

to squat to bend knees and lower body so
that your buttocks are close to

your heels
chubby a little bit fat adjective
ladybug a flying insect with black spots on

a round red back
noun

brand-new completely new, unused, not old adjective
to imprint to stay in a person's memory as is

marked
verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The guard dog was roped to a pole.
The cowboy roped in the cattle.
The dancer took a header because there was water
on the floor.
The tiny, toddling puppy took a header into the
pool.
Enthusiasm for what you are doing is the key to
success.
His enthusiasm towards English learning helped
him to improve.
The little girl toddled toward her father.
The kitten toddled towards the ball of yarn.
I had the time of my life when we went bowling.
We had the time of our lives during our trip to
Egypt.
She squatted down to talk to her students
eye-to-eye.
The team squats to warm-up.
Even though he is a good athlete, his face is a little
chubby.
The chubby child asked for another cookie.
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My dog likes to chase ladybugs around the yard.
The ladybug stopped on a leaf and began eating it.
My friend has a brand-new baby; she's so cute!
I crashed my brand-new Corvette last week.
The image of the terrible accident will always be
imprinted on our minds.
The scene was imprinted in my mind as if it were
yesterday.
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Formal English

Spring Cleaning

It's the middle of Spring and I am having a cleaning fit. It doesn't happen often, but when it
does, baseboards beware. Ye shall be wiped clean.

"Unbelievable."

"What is?"

"Check this out," I say, and I pull the rug back a few feet. There, lying innocent but in wait,
are at least a baker's dozen pine needles.

My husband chuckles.

"How do we miss so many every year?"

"I think they actually multiply."

Every year on New Year's Day, my family and I take down our Christmas tree. We carefully
tuck away all of the ornaments, multi-colored balls, strings of lights, and wreaths. We take
the tree out, and then diligently vacuum every square inch of floor before putting the
furniture back in its non-holiday place. And every year, this.

"Aaargh," I say, and I attack the offending pine needles with the vacuum cleaner. "Why don't
we get an artificial tree this year?"

"Yeah…no," my husband says.

"I'm serious. No more pine needle stowaways." I vacuum violently farther under the rug,
peek beneath it once more for good measure, and then lay it back down.

David laughs again and turns back to the Newsweek he was reading.

It's only in the spring that I am totally serious about buying an artificial tree, one with the
lights already in place and realistic needles. My husband argues that we will miss the pine
smell, and I argue back that they make air fresheners for that. But when the day after
Thanksgiving rolls around again, I am eyeing the trees in the Christmas tree lots and
measuring the height of the ceiling once again.
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Spring cleaning, here I come.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

fit a sudden activity caused by a
burst of emotion

noun

baseboard a board covering the wall where it
meets the floor

noun

to check out to look at something and examine
it

phrasal verb

to chuckle to laugh quietly to oneself verb
to multiply to increase in number greatly, to

add a number it to itself a number
or times (math)

verb

to tuck away to put something away (usually
by concealing it)

verb

diligently in a way that is careful and
marked by hard work

adverb

artificial not natural or real adjective
stowaway person who hides on a ship or

plane in order to travel without
paying in secret

noun

rolls around comes along phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The little girl had a fit when her doll was taken
from her.
He threw an angry fit when he saw the expensive
bill.
We had to replace the baseboards after the flood.
The baseboards of the house were covered in dust.
The reporter's story checked out.
He checked out the noise in the garage.
A few people chuckled at the inside joke.
The thought of her tripping over her own feet made
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him chuckle quietly.
If you multiply 2 with 3, you get 6.
The flowers multiplied the following year.
The best restaurant is tucked away in an alley, but
it's worth looking for.
Her diary was tucked away under the mattress of
her bed.
The rescue team diligently searched the woods for
the missing travelers.
The students worked diligently on their reports.
Artificial sweeteners are preferred by dieters.
The artificial plant was bright green.
The stowaway was caught before the plane landed.
Before the weekend rolls around, we need to finish
our project.
When Christmas rolls around, I always feel very
festive.
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Formal English

Brother's Birthday

"Kroth binew!" I yell into the phone.

"Kroth binew to you," my brother says.

This phrase has replaced "Wa-sa-bi" (pronounced as "wazzup" with an extra syllable) as our
little brother–sister catch phrase. We got it from a rather bad indie film we saw at a film
festival in LA a few months ago. In the movie, the phrase is a play on the main character's
name, K. Roth Binew. You see, K. Roth is convinced that he will die soon, and he becomes
depressed and ends up drinking in a bar. The man sitting next to him at the bar tells him to
run his name together and proclaim that it is a rare, and very contagious disease that he has.
Unbelievably, this works, and a woman runs screaming from the bar. It is, I admit, a funny
moment.

To my brother and me, it is a greeting, a text message that says, "I'm thinking about you and
the great time we had that weekend," a tie between the two of us that we can pin down. It is a
concrete moment in time that binds my brother to me and me to him.

These moments are increasingly rare, as my brother lives in California, and I live in North
Carolina. But I will take what I can get.

"Happy birthday," I say.

"Thanks," he says.

We talk for a while, and then he has to get back to his job. I know that it will be a while
before we talk again, but I don't mind. It is these small moments that matter.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
syllable part of a word pronounced as one

unit
noun

contagious can be passed on to another living
thing

adjective

unbelievably in a way that is very hard to adverb
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believe, in an incredible way
to pin down to define or determine clearly or

precisely
phrasal verb

concrete pertaining to something real, not
abstract or imaginary

adjective

to bind to tie something, wrap something verb
rare not often, seldom verb

to proclaim to say, state verb
catch phrase an easily remembered word or

phrase used in speech
noun

to end up to arrive at a place or situation
that was not planned

phrasal verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Italians usually stress the next-to-last syllable.
The word 'alphabet' has three syllables:
al-pha-bet.
Washing your hands is a good way to help prevent
the spread of contagious disease.
This food is unbelievably good!
It is difficult to pin down the precise moment when
everything went wrong.
The investigators needed concrete evidence to
convict the perpetrator; suspicion was not enough.
They were bound to the rules and had to follow
them.
A common enemy often binds rivals together for a
while.
Please bind the old newspapers so we can throw
them away.
She collects rare books.
He proclaimed the sweater to be his.
New catch phrases are always being used among
young people.
We ended up going home early.
I don't want to end up in jail like my brother.
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Formal English

Cemetery 2

Yesterday, while I wrote at home, my husband and two-year-old daughter went to the
cemetery to put flowers on my husband's grandparents' graves. This is the story he told me
when they returned.

"She helped me put the flowers down and I explained that granddaddy and grandma weren't
actually there, but we were showing our respect and love by visiting. When we left, she
wanted to say goodbye. I told her that we couldn't really say goodbye with our voices; we
had to say it with our hearts and our minds."

My husband placed his hands over his ears, bowed his head, and closed his eyes.

"She did just like this, and then she said, 'Goodbye! Goodbye!'"

As the saying goes, out of the mouths of babes. My daughter never ceases to amaze me.
When they left that morning, I wondered how she would be at the graveyard. Would she
want to run around and have to be held in check?  Would she become bored and fidgety?
Would she get scared and cry?

Of course, as has become her usual, she displayed an incredible insight. My daughter found
her own, truly special way of communicating with the dead. I am sure that with time and
enough outside influence, she will develop more typical reactions to visiting her ancestors'
gravesites. But I hope that she will keep at least some of her ingenuity, her absolute childish
wisdom. And I hope that I will have the presence of mind to keep some of it, too.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

ingenuity skill and cleverness used for
problem solving

noun

crypt a room under a church where
dead people are buried

noun

to bury to place in the ground and cover
with soil

verb

offering an act of religious giving noun
to cease to stop happening verb
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fidgety moving around out of boredom or
nervousness

adjective

in check stopped from moving or acting phrase
wisdom knowledge gained from life

experiences, good sense or
judgment

noun

to bow to bend forward at the neck or
waist in order to show respect

verb

graveyard cemetary, place where dead
people are buried

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Her ingenuity solved the dilemma.
The engineer's ingenuity allowed them to work
around the design issues.
The ghost story took place in an old crypt.
Their entire family is buried in the crypt under the
country church.
The pirates buried the treasure deep so that it was
hard to find.
The dog always tries to bury his treats under the
flowers in our garden!
Their offerings were eaten by the crows.
At church, the little boy was excited to place his
one dollar offering into the plate.
The army ceased fire according to command.
After she saw the candy, the baby's cries ceased.
The child was fidgety because he had been waiting
for a long time.
He could tell something was wrong because she
was fidgety.
She kept her emotions in check before the debate.
He kept the puppy in check so that she didn't break
anything.
Her wisdom was hidden by her young age.
I rely on my grandfather's wisdom when I need
advice.
The butler bowed politely at the guests.
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They bowed down in front of the king and queen.
I saw him at the graveyard crying over a lost one.
The zombies slowly walked out of the graveyard
and onto the streets.
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Formal English

Spring

It starts with the flat swords of iris leaves poking up from the ground. It moves on to the
delicate white and pale pink of pear and peach blossoms. Next comes the bold, yellow
forsythia flowers followed by its waxy, green leaves, and suddenly, the Earth is alive again.
Everything is green and in bloom. Heavy sweaters and jackets give way to long sleeve tees
and the occasional scarf; everyone feels the pull of new life and the desire to shed those
winter skins. It is spring. And with spring comes spring break.

I can remember driving down across the Mexican border for spring break of my senior year
of college. The same old Volkswagen bus that had transported my brother and me across
country as children, took my college boyfriend and me into Ensenada for a week's worth of
sun and sand, and the occasional homework assignment. We ate fish tacos and fresh churros
at roadside stands, and we camped on a cliff edge overlooking the Pacific Ocean. It was
absolutely beautiful, but I will always remember the last night as one of the scariest nights of
my life.

The rain began in earnest at about nine PM, by which time we couldn't see anything beyond
the louvered glass van windows. It was only then that we realized our campsite was nothing
but loose dirt, there was no guardrail, and we were, again on the edge of a cliff.

"Did you feel that?" I whispered.
"What?" he whispered back.
"Did the van…did we…move?"
"I don't think so," he said, pulling himself away from the windows and pulling me into his
arms. "We're fine."

The rain pounded against the metal roof, and we held each other, not sleeping, until the
morning brought weak sunlight to the world. We left as soon as we could push the van out of
the mud, and away from that staggering drop to the sea.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

to poke out to stick out so a part can be seen verb
to shed to lose skin or fur or leaves

naturally
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earnest seriously noun
louvered slanted opening which allows air

to flow while keeping rain out
adjective

guardrail metal bar along the road that
stops cars from driving off the

road.

noun

to pound to hit with force again and again verb
bold bright, very noticeable adjective

to give way to bend or break under pressure phrasal verb
border a line separating land noun
desire feeling of want, a strong wish noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Her big toe poked out of her old shoe.
Every year, Punxsutawney Phil pokes his head out
of his hole on Groundhog Day.
My dog sheds every year and leaves her hair
everywhere.
Trees shed bright colored leaves every autumn.
He wasn't joking, he was talking in earnest.
The police began the search in earnest at sunrise.
The louvered door is great for rainy days.
The louvered windows keep the room cool.
The guardrail was extended after the accident.
The car crashed into the guardrail but stayed on
the road.
The drummer pounded on the drum.
The waves pounded the shore during the storm.
His bold suit caught everyone's attention.
The painter used bold colors for his painting.
The business gave way to their competitor and
closed down.
The branch gave way under his feet and he fell to
the ground.
They checked our passports and our bags at the
border.
The border was marked with a bar of gold.
My friend had a desire to travel around the world.
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They desired chocolate ice-cream but they got
vanilla instead.
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Formal English

Yard Sale

"Five o'clock?"

"Yeah, five."

"A.M.?"

"In the morning, yes."

"You're crazy."

"I'm serious! Look, by that time there will already be at least forty people in line. We've got
to get there early before all the good stuff is gone!"

My friend eyes me warily. "Okay. I'll trust you. But there better be some really good stuff, or
I'll…"

I laugh. "Yeah, yeah. You'll go home and get back in bed. I guarantee you'll find something."
Humph.

It is spring, and the yard sale season has begun in Eastern North Carolina.  This coming
Saturday, the Methodist church on Sixth Street will hold its annual sale, and it is, as they say,
a doozy. It is not to be missed.

I am, admittedly, addicted to yard sales. And since I had my daughter, I have an actual reason
to go. Have you seen the prices of children's clothing lately? I am simply not willing to spend
twenty-five dollars on a pair of pants that she will outgrow in two months or will stain
beyond all recovery in a minute. But I am thrilled to bargain a seller down from ten dollars to
seven for an armful of gently used, usually name brand, toddler clothes that I could never
afford new.

For the past three years, seventy-five percent of my daughter's wardrobe has come from this
one yard sale. I have even stocked up on frilly ballet outfits for when she gets older. And if
she's not into ballet, there's always Halloween. But the best find every year has been a winter
jacket for the next year. As something she wears about ten times total, I am more than happy
to pay two dollars and store it away in the closet.
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This Saturday, I'll be ready to feel the rush of the deal, duffel bag on my arm, and sleepy
friend in tow.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
warily not having complete trust in

someone or something
adverb

doozy something that is unusually good,
bad, severe

noun

to guarantee to promise something in usually a
written form

verb

duffle bag large bag made of cloth used to
carry personal things

noun

deal agreement or transaction between
people

noun

a.m. short for ante meridian, or before
noon; morning time

abbreviation

early in the first part of a period of time adverb
to trust to rely on the reliance and ability

of something
verb

to guarantee to promise, to ensure verb
annual covering a year adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The shop keeper warily kept an eye on the
customer.
He warily approached the growling dog.
The storm tonight is going to be a doozy.
This week is going to be a doozy!
The restaurant guarantees you'll leave satisfied.
He guaranteed the quality of the product.
The store sold duffles bags in many different
colors.
I left my duffle bag at home and brought my
backpack instead.
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It was an unfair deal, but they didn't have a
choice.
The deal was that she would pay for lunch and he
would pay for dinner.
I wasn't sure if he was arriving at nine a.m. or nine
p.m.
Every day, I wake at five a.m.
Let's try to walk at a rapid pace to get there early.
I enjoy waking up early in the morning.
A team must trust each other in order to win.
I trust my dog to guard my house.
The restaurant guarantees you'll leave satisfied.
He guaranteed that the product would work.
I signed up for an annual subscription to that
magazine.
The company is having their annual party for all
the employees.
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Formal English

Pig Picking

It seems that almost every major event in Eastern North Carolina is accompanied by a pig
pickin'. Depending on the size of the event, this can mean that one or more groups of people,
the majority men, gather around a repurposed oil drum that has been cut in half, fitted with a
grill of expanded metal, and painted black in order to cook a pig. And when I say pig, I mean
an entire pig. They set folding chairs around the pig cooker and drink all night, carefully
checking on it and adding their own special spices as the night goes on.
When the pig is finished, usually some of the pork is pulled and mixed with more spices in
order to create barbecue. Now, where I grew up, barbecue was anything you cooked on a
grill. Not so in the South. Barbecue is only pulled pork, and, depending upon your region,
flavorings. Eastern North Carolina barbecue is made with vinegar, red pepper, and other
spices. The rest of the pig is left in the cooker, and people "pick" the meat they want off the
carcass.

Admittedly, the first time I went to a pig pickin', I was a bit taken aback. You simply don't
see an entire dead pig in Los Angeles. But now I am used to seeing the cookers smoking
away at football games, fund-raisers, birthday parties, and even weddings. Hog farming has a
long tradition here, and pig pickin' is a part of that tradition.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
gumbo thick soup with okra pods,

vegetables, and chicken or
seafood

noun

etouffee stew from New Orleans made of
crayfish and vegetables served

over rice

noun

major big, very important adjective
to accompany to go with verb

event a noteworthy happening or
occurrence; a special social

function

noun

to gather to get together verb
repurposed give new purpose adjective
fund-raiser social event to raise money for a noun
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purpose
group assemblage or collection of

people or things
noun

spice aromatic seasoning for food noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

I can't wait to eat her gumbo again.
I ate etouffee last year when I visited New Orleans.
It was a major operation.
The festival is a major event for the small town.
The police accompanied him to his cell.
He accompanied me to the train station.
He had to work so he couldn't attend the event.
The spring season is often filled with events like
graduations and weddings.
They gathered around the campfire to tell ghost
stories.
All of our relatives gathered together for the feast.
It was repurposed so that it didn't have to be
thrown away.
The fund-raiser was a concert with live music and
food stands.
They had a fund-raiser at school to raise money to
buy instruments.
This group of instruments is called wind
instruments.
The group of people walked down the street.
Cinnamon is my favorite spice.
There are many different kinds of spices.
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Formal English

Going To The Zoo

"Do you have your turtle backpack?"

"Check!" My daughter works to give a thumbs up, focusing on folding her fingers down.

"Juice box?"

"Check!"

"Hat?"

"Check!"

"Okay then. Are we ready to go?"

"I'm ready, Mommy!"

It is a beautiful spring day, and we have arrived at the zoo. We check out a red plastic wagon
and proceed to our favorite enclosure—the elephants. Normally, these awesome creatures are
outside, reaching with their trunks for hay strung high up in the rafters of a light shelter or
playing in their slow, elephant way. Today, however, we are in for a treat. It's bath time.

One of the elephants is sandwiched into a just elephant-sized metal corral that is visible from
a large window high up in the building that houses the animals at night. My daughter presses
her face against it, watching intently as one keeper sprays the elephant with a garden hose
and another keeper scrubs her down with a large bristle brush.

"Look! Look!" My daughter reaches for my leg and pulls. "She's brushing her teeth!"

Indeed, the keeper is now scrubbing the impressive tusks and patting the elephant's cheek. Its
long eyelashes shift slightly as if to say, okay, get it done if you must.
It is a big moment for a toddler when she discovers that even elephants must have their teeth
brushed, and it's an added bonus for mommies who can go home and say, "All right! Let's
brush teeth like the elephant!" and receive a smile in return.
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Vocabulary
English Definition Class

bristle brush brush with coarse hairs noun
zoo place where wild animals are kept

for exhibition
noun

backpack bag to carry carried on the back noun
juice box small carton with a straw that has

juice inside
noun

corral enclosure for animals noun
hat covering that is shaped to wear on

the head
noun

awesome something that inspires awe,
dread, and wonder

adjective

treat source of happiness or joy that is
often unexpected

noun

hay dried grass, alfalfa, clover noun
favorite one that is preferred, treated with

special liking
adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

She uses a bristle brush to scrub the dirt.
The bristle brush scratched the surface.
The lions escaped from the zoo and caused a big
scare.
I saw the penguins at the zoo last week.
My backpack has all my schoolbooks inside.
I always carry my backpack around with me.
She stepped on a juice box and the juice squirted
out.
The child always takes a juice box with him to
school.
The corral was made of wooden boards.
The horse looked very uncomfortable in its corral.
Her favorite hat is purple and yellow.
He wears hats during the winter season.
They crowded around to see the awesome car.
It was an awesome sight to see.
The guests were treated to free dessert at the newly
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opened restaurant.
It was such a treat to see my grandchildren this
weekend.
The farmer piled the hay in the barn.
The children rolled around in the hay.
The dog's favorite toy has been chewed
thoroughly.
Her favorite city is Paris.
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Formal English

Manhattan Beach

Having grown up in Southern California, I spent a great deal of time at the beach. And
although I loved the heat of the day, my favorite time was just after sunset at twilight. The
quality of light on a clear evening makes everything just a bit more magical because it is an
in-between time—not day, but not fully night. The moon shines off the breaking waves in a
silver line and the lights on the small pier shine out over the water.

Several years ago, I was walking along the shore, watching the fishermen drop their lines
from the pier and thinking. Suddenly, there was a shout and then a growing commotion. A
young man was attracting a crowd as he walked down the pier, dragging his line through the
water. As he got closer to the shore, I saw his catch. It was a huge ray with at least an
eight-foot wingspan, and it was angry.

The water churned as the ray tried to swim away, thrashing through the waves. The moon
shone off of its silky gray skin, and I swear its eyes showed intelligence.

That ray was aware it was about to meet its fate.

I tore my own eyes away from the scene as the fisherman and his entourage slowly fought
the ray and hauled it in. I didn't want to watch that magnificent creature come to an end. Not
on that beach, not in that light.

There is something desperately beautiful about any living thing fighting for its very
existence, even if the outcome is death.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

commotion disturbance that is noisy noun
entourage group of associates with a

common rank
noun

sunset the sun descending below the
horizon

noun

twilight light that is diffused in the sky
either at sunrise or more

commonly just after sunset

noun
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pier structure on posts extending out
from land to water, used as a
landing place for ships or a

strolling area

noun

ray marine fish with a flat body noun
to drag to trail along the surface verb
shore land along the edges of a large

body of water
noun

fate inevitable outcome of something noun
intelligence ability to learn and understand noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The commotion started after he made that rude
comment.
There was a lot of commotion in the police station.
That entourage always talks about things other
people don't understand.
The singer always performed with her entourage.
They watched the sunset while sipping pina
coladas.
The sunset was a beautiful blazing orange color.
The twilight looked almost magical that night.
He was dreaming in his tent under the twilight.
The pier was alive with music.
They strolled along the pier and watched the ships
go by.
The diver took pictures of the rays that were
swimming by.
They dragged the sofa out of the house.
The dog ran while dragging his leash behind.
They strolled along the shore hand-in-hand.
The waves pounded the shore during the storm.
His fate is to become king.
The fortune teller told him his fate.
The book has intelligence and mystery.
Without her intelligence, she would not have made
it to manager.
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Formal English

Bathing Suits

"Come on out."

"No way."

"Come on. Just open the door so I can see."

"Huh-uh."

There is an audible sigh from the male standing outside the dressing room. The female inside
swears softly and grunts several times. This is bathing suit season.

Every year, women go on the hunt for the perfect bathing suit. It will cover the places they
don't want seen, lift the places they don't want sagging, and camouflage their perceived
flaws, flabby tummy, too large or too small top or bottom, too long or too short torso... The
things a bathing suit is expected to do sometimes defy all rational thinking, but we continue
to believe that these things are possible.

I listen to the woman next to me grunt her way into and out of several suits, refusing her
companion a view each time. She finally gives up and leaves.

"The extra large didn't fit!" she says as she flings the door open. "Am I the largest woman
you've seen? Am I?"

I can visualize the fear in this woman's husband or boyfriend as she waits for the answer. He
takes the safe way out and treats it as a rhetorical question.

I stand in my own dressing room, facing a hook full of this season's possibilities. Perhaps I
am simply getting older, but it seems that the styles are getting skimpier, covering less and
less. And the styles that do cover look like my grandmother's girdle.

"You doing all right in there?" the salesgirl asks with a light rap on the door.

"Yeah," I say.

"Let me know if you need another size!" she says cheerily.
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I sigh, knowing that today, the hunt will result in failure, and I will have to do this again.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
to sag to sink down by weight or

pressure
verb

bathing suit attire for swimming noun
audible capable of being heard adjective

dressing room, fitting room room used to change clothes noun
to perceive to notice, to recognize verb

flabby hanging loosely, limply adjective
to defy to challenge the power of

something thought to be
impossible

verb

skimpy lacking in texture, amount,
fullness

adjective

companion person who is in frequent
company with another person

adjective

to camouflage disguise by concealing or
blending in

verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Her skirt was sagging because it was too big.
His pants were sagging low.
She bought a yellow bathing suit today.
Bathing suits are sometimes called swimsuits.
The music was audible even in the other room.
The recording of the speech was inaudible.
There was a line for the fitting rooms.
They tried the skirts in the dressing room.
The manager perceived that there would be
difficulties with the plan.
I perceive that you're wrong.
He was working out his flabby arms.
He defied his parents' rules and stayed out after
curfew.
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The magician defied gravity by floating in the air.
My daughter and her three companions are always
together.
Her companion was her pet dog.
He wore a big shirt in hopes to camouflage his
small body.
The green animal was camouflaged in the bushes.
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Formal English

Ireland
When I was nineteen and a rising junior in college, I had the opportunity to participate in a
work-abroad program. The company that ran the program required that all participants speak
the language of the country they would visit. Since I did not speak anything but English
fluently, my choices were limited. I chose Ireland, partially because my grandmother's
ancestors were from County Cork in Southern Ireland. I was a bit nervous, but I was fairly
confident that things would be easy once I got to Dublin and was given my work assignment.
To quote a cliché, boy was I wrong.
People say that natives of Southern California have no accent. Whether or not this is true, I
had grown up with those "no accent" voices in my ears. When I got to Ireland, I had a
difficult time. After a very nice, very frustrated woman told me for the fourth time that the
youth hostel I was looking for was just past the "carriage," she finally explained that it was
the place where cars were fixed. She said "garage," but it sounded like "carriage." All at
once, I felt very young, very lost, and very, very stupid.
I thanked the woman when she directed me to my bus stop. I checked into the hostel, found
an empty cot, and sat down to contemplate my situation. I was nineteen years old and alone
in a strange country.
English or no English, everything was different. It was at that moment that I realized that this
two-month period would be much more important in my life than a summer abroad. It would
be a cultural immersion; a chance for me to rely entirely upon myself. I realized that I was an
adult, and what I would do, learn, and experience were entirely up to me. It was by no means
easy, but it was absolutely wonderful.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
cliché something that is common and

overly familiar
noun

to immerse to be fully involved, to be
surrounded

verb

to participate to take part in, to be involved verb
nervous very uneasy, easily agitated adjective

confident having self-reliance,
self-assurance

adjective

ancestor person from whom one is
descended

noun

hostel supervised lodging that is noun
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inexpensive usually for younger
travelers

limited having restrictions adjective
to rely to depend on verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Avoid closing your essays with cliché endings.
The plot of the movie was such a cliché, it was
boring to watch.
She was immersed in the language during her
years abroad.
The lawyer was completely immersed in his work.
I participated in a fundraiser last week.
They all participated in setting up the event.
She was nervous before her performance.
I bet you're nervous about the exam next week.
He was not confident about his results.
She was confident that her team would win.
There are very old portraits of some of my
ancestors.
His ancestors are from Argentina.
The hostel was very crowded with many
backpackers.
We stayed in youth hostels while we were
traveling.
There is limited amount of space left on my hard
drive.
The number of characters you can include in a text
message is limited.
He relied on his compass to find his way back.
I rely on my grandfather's wisdom when I need
advice.
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Formal English

Saturday Morning Cartoons

"Captain Cave Ma-a-an!" My brother ran around in a circle, screaming at the top of his lungs,
his black Batman cape whipping about behind him.

I sat cross-legged on the floor in front of our bulky console television, watching the
introduction for "Captain Caveman" and eating "Raisin Bran." It was Saturday morning at
home, and that meant cartoons. Lots of cartoons.

My brother and I were allowed very little television growing up. We watched "Masterpiece
Theater" on PBS, "The Dukes of Hazzard," the occasional "Wonderful World of Disney"
movie, and "Wild Kingdom." All week, the TV was under the control of our parents. But
Saturday mornings were ours. We'd watch until there were no more cartoons, or until my
mom made us go outside to play.

Today, my two-year-old can watch cartoons all day, every day, and she probably would if I
let her. Granted, many of the shows she loves are much more educational than "Captain
Caveman," but I think that makes it even easier for parents to give in and say, "Okay, just
one more cartoon."

But what bothers me even more than the fact that our children are watching so much TV and
not going outside to play is the fact that cartoons are no longer special.

Saturday morning television is no different than Wednesday afternoon television.

This constant availability has made watching cartoons an everyday occurrence, and I believe
that some little bit of childhood magic has been lost.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

cross-legged having one leg over and across
the other in a sitting position

adjective/adverb

to give-in to yield under force or pressure verb
for hours on end for a very long time phrase

bulky being overly large in size adjective
to bother to annoy verb
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constant continuing without any variation
or change

adjective

availability state of being ready to use adjective
occurrence something that happens noun

magic art of producing illusions for
entertainment

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

It is uncomfortable for me to sit cross-legged.
The children all sat cross-legged on the floor.
They eventually gave in and surrendered.
He gave in and confessed to robbing the store.
It rained for hours on end and I thought I'd never
see the sun again.
The presentation went on for hours on end.
The text book was big and bulky.
My ski jacket was very bulky and hard to move in.
He always bothered his sister when he got a
chance.
The howling wind bothered me the entire night.
The constant break downs forced her to buy a new
car.
The metronome keeps a constant beat.
Transportation availability is better in the small
town.
His availability is written in the schedule.
The small earthquake was nothing but a minor
occurrence to them.
Hail is a rare occurrence in this part of the world.
The magic of the night wore off in the morning.
The magic trick awed the audience.
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Formal English

In Medias Res

My husband and I do not go to the movies anymore. Cell phones, pagers, all manner of
electronic devices, and in general, just inconsiderate people have made it a
less-than-enjoyable activity, especially for the thirty or so dollars that it costs, all said and
done.
So we rent movies online. Last night, we watched No Country for Old Men. It's easy for me
to see why it was nominated for so many awards. The cinematography alone has that certain
something that rivets the viewer's attention to the screen. However, it is the timeline,
specifically the beginning and ending, that really stands out.

American viewers have become somewhat used to films starting in medias res, or "in the
middle of things." Many movies now open after the main characters are already embroiled in
their specific situations. But few movies end that way. I don't think I'm giving too much
away if you haven't seen this movie, but be warned. Read no further if you don't want to
know how it turns out.

The point is that this movie does not end.  There is no wrap-up, the bad guy does not get
caught, and we don't know what happens to any of the characters after the portrayed events.
Quite simply, this is art imitating life. The film begins and ends right smack in the middle of
things, and it offers no closure. My husband is watching it again as I write, trying to make
some sense of it. I tried to tell him.
There is none.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

to wrap up to finish, to conclude phrasal verb
to embroil to complicate, to involve in

discord
verb

all said and done after everything has been taken
into consideration

phrase

cinematography art of motion picture photography noun
to rivet one's attention to keep the attention of phrasal verb

device machine or piece of equipment
that functions for a specific

purpose

noun
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to stand out to be easily noticeable verb
to portray to represent dramatically or

graphically
verb

to imitate to copy, to reproduce verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

She wrapped up by telling everyone a story.
They wrapped up for the night and went home.
They were embroiled in other people's problems.
He was embroiled involuntarily into the
commotion.
When all is said and done, it is up to her to make it
happen.
When all is said and done, the first option is the
best.
His job in cinematography is exciting and a lot of
hard work.
The cinematography was exhilarating, especially
on the big screen.
The occurrence riveted everyone's attention.
The professor riveted the students' attention all the
time.
The police placed a tracking device on the car.
The device looked odd but was very useful.
The modern building stood out among the old
ones.
His red hat stands out.
He tried to portray the image in his painting.
The character was portrayed as a strange yet kind
person.
The artist imitated the style of Monet.
He likes imitating his favorite musician.
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Formal English

Dog Rescue

"Can you come down to my office for a minute?" My husband's voice sounds urgent.

"What's wrong?"

"Nothing, Just come down when you get a minute."

I walk down the green cinder block hallway to the guidance office and into the small room
on the right. David is on the floor playing with a small, white, wriggling puppy. He looks up.

"They came and got me this morning. Michelle Hoggard had him locked up in her car with a
cup full of Mountain Dew and half a biscuit."

"It's eighty-five degrees outside!"

"I know it."

The puppy has toddled over to my feet. He looks up at me. I pick him up.

"So, what do you think?" he says.

The puppy licks my face. His tummy is taut and pink. I smile.

"I guess we don't have much choice, do we?" I say.

"I reckon not."

When the bell rings at five minutes after three, my husband and I give our explanations and
leave early to take our new charge to the veterinarian for a checkup. On the way, the puppy
sits up between us in the cab of our old truck, panting and looking out the windshield.

"What should we name him?"

I shrug. "Do you want to wait until after the vet?"

"No." My husband pats the dog. "He looks okay to me."
As we try to think of a name that will fit, I think of all the things that could go wrong at the
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vet. The puppy could have worms; at worst, he could have Parvo. This would mean almost
certain death.

"I don't think I can go through Parvo again," I say.

"No, but he's okay." My husband smiles at me, then down at the dog.

"I can tell."

For us, this is dog number five. We are a couple of softies when it comes to a stray. And
though sometimes it may break our hearts, we will continue to rescue them.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

to wriggle to twist and turn verb
to toddle to walk with slow unstable steps verb

veterinarian person who medically treats
animals

noun

puppy young dog, less than a year old noun
to lick to pass the tongue over something verb

to rescue to free from confinement or
violence or danger or evil

verb

urgent requiring immediate attention or
action

adjective

cinder block concrete block noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

He wriggled into bed and was soon asleep.
The worm wriggled out of the grass and onto the
pavement.
The little girl toddled toward her father.
The kitten toddled towards the ball of yarn.
The veterinarian treats many animals everyday.
The puppy eventually grew to be very big.
He kept the puppy in check so that she didn't break
anything.
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She licked the stamp and stuck it on the envelope.
He licked his ice cream happily.
She rescued the cat from drowning.
He rescues people from fires.
She spoke with an urgent tone of voice.
It was an urgent matter.
There were a few cinder blocks in the parking lot.
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Formal English

Princesses

I went yard saling this morning, hoping to find summer clothes for my daughter. On the
second sale, I hit the proverbial jackpot. I got enough clothes to last her this spring and
summer, with a few left over in case of irreversible stains. When I got home, I showed all of
the various shorts, pants, and little t-shirts to my little girl. Her only response was, "Where
are the dresses?"

Now, I am not a girly girl. I prefer pants and power tools to dresses and shopping. I have
never been a cheerleader. For Halloween, I choose the witch costume over the fairy princess.
My daughter, however, is another story. At two and a half, she already loves to put on
princess dresses and tiaras, and she even crosses her legs when she sits down. I often wonder
where she learned that.

I can take some comfort in the fact that my only child's current favorite movie is Shrek, and
she absolutely loves Princess Fiona. Fiona, in contrast to many cartoon princesses, is
self-sufficient. She even knows karate and has no problem eating rats while out camping in
the wild (even I wouldn't do that). But she remains a princess who waited in her tower for her
"champion" to come rescue her.

I know that my daughter's tastes will change over time, and by no means do I expect her to
be just like me. I just hope that the tea parties are balanced, every once in a while, with the
sound of a miter saw.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

irreversible incapable of change, not
reversible

adjective

stain discoloration caused by foreign
matter that is not easily removed

noun

jackpot a great success noun
by no means not at all phrase

princess daughter or granddaughter of a
king or queen

noun

tiara jeweled coronet worn by women noun
to rescue to free from confinement or verb
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violence or danger or evil
saw thin bladed tool with sharp teeth

used for cutting
noun

tower building that is more than twice
as tall as it is wide

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The process is irreversible.
Her decision was irreversible.
There were wine stains on the carpet.
There was a stain on the jacket.
He hit the jackpot with this deal.
She couldn't believe she hit the jackpot.
By no means was he allowed to do that.
The outcome is by no means certain.
In fairy tales, and even in video games, the
princess always needs help.
There's a princess in many fairy tales.
The tiara was full of beautiful diamonds.
She bought a cheap tiara for the prom.
She rescued the cat from drowning.
He rescues people from fires.
He cut his hand with the saw by accident.
He used a saw to cut the wood.
The tower was the tallest building in the city.
There is a great view at the top of the tower.
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Formal English

Play Dates

When I was growing up, my brother and I played with the other kids our age on our block. 
Every weekend and all summer, we would meet after breakfast out in the street, play until
lunch, and then go back and play again until the street lights came on.  We'd roller skate, ride
bikes, play hide and seek, tag, and pelt each other with water balloons.  Once, someone's
water bed sprung a huge leak, and the plastic was thrown out.  We got a hold of it and used it
as a slip'n'slide.  Now, it seems that this type of neighborhood play does not exist.

Many kids' lives outside of school are spent at lessons of one sort or another, and if they are
home, they are inside playing video games.  Perhaps it is because parents are afraid to let
their kids out of their sight.  It has become all too common for children to disappear, get
seriously hurt, or run into other trouble when they are left to their own devices.

My daughter goes to what we call Play Dates.  These are pre-planned meetings of parents
and kids at parks, private homes, or other locations where the kids can play under
supervision.  The kids usually do not live in the same neighborhoods.  It seems sad to me that
kids cannot simply run out the front door to play outside anymore, but then again, perhaps I
am simply longing for a time that has passed.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

block section of a city or town enclosed
by streets

noun

street light light on lamppost to illuminate
street

noun

hide and seek game where one player gives
other players a chance to hide and

then tries to find them

noun

tag game where one player pursues
other players in attempt to touch

them, which then the touched
person becomes the pursuer

noun

to pelt to throw and hit verb
leak unintended hole or crack which

liquid or light or gas escapes
noun
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neighborhood area where people live, usually
having distinguishing

characteristics

noun

supervision act of watching critically noun
balloon bag made of thin material usually

rubber that is inflated with air or
helium

noun

to disappear to clear from view, to go away, to
cease to exist

verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

This block blooms with flowers during the spring.
I know her, she lives on my block.
He came to fix the broken street light.
The street lights lit the streets a warm yellow.
They all played hide and seek at the birthday
party.
Hide and seek was a very popular game when I
was a child.
Her favorite game was tag, she liked to chase
people.
He was never 'it' in tag because he was the fastest
runner.
He pelted his gum at his sister.
They pelted each other with snowballs.
Nobody noticed the leak until it was too late.
There was a leak in the pipe which caused a big
mess.
He moved to a quieter neighborhood.
They jogged around the neighborhood together.
They are allowed to use the tool only while under
supervision.
He is such a troublemaker that he always has to be
under supervision.
The balloon popped once it hit the light.
The clown held many colorful balloons.
The man disappeared into the shadows.
Recently, an airplane mysteriously disappeared.
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Formal English

Fast Food

"What restaurant are we going to, Mommy?" my daughter asked.

"Wherever your Grammy wants to go, sweetie," I answered. "It's her birthday."

"Are we going to McDonald's?"

I laughed. "No baby, we're not taking Grammy out for fast food on her birthday."

"Oh," she said. "We're going take her to slow food."

Every once in a while, my daughter pops up with hilarious statements that are actually true.
Anything that is not fast food would, indeed, be slow food. Or perhaps medium-speed food.

At the Olive Garden today, from the time we were seated to the time we left was a total of
twenty-five minutes. This included drinks, salad, the main course, and paying the check. For
a sit-down restaurant, that is awfully fast. I understand that restaurants try to cater to the
lunch crowd—people who have thirty minutes to an hour to eat lunch and get back to their
jobs. But it seems that we are rushing ourselves right out of any enjoyment that we might
take in our food. In a country obsessed with weight and one with a serious problem with
obesity, is a thirty-minute meal really a good idea? I know that if I rush to eat, I don't realize
how full I am until the meal is over.

In any case, we ended up taking Grammy to a local restaurant called Catherine's for their
crab cakes. The food was good, and we were out of there in forty minutes. A slow-food
birthday celebration it was not.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
hilarious extremely funny adjective
awfully very, extremely adverb
to cater to provide food and service verb

to obsess to excessively preoccupy the
mind

verb

obesity condition of being very fat, noun
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overweight
restaurant a place where food and drinks can

be bought
noun

to rush to do something with speed verb
enjoyment the act of taking pleasure in noun

meal food that is eaten usually as
breakfast or lunch or dinner

noun

local of or relating to a particular place,
within a community

adjective

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The comedian was hilarious; I would like to see
him again.
The joke was hilarious and everyone laughed.
She's awfully late; perhaps she's stuck in traffic?
He bakes awfully good cakes.
The business is to cater to large corporate events.
We cater to beach weddings exclusively.
The young girl obsessed about her weight.
He was obsessed with video games: he played
them day and night.
The rate of obesity keeps on rising.
Obesity can be a threat to health.
He recommended the Spanish restaurant.
That restaurant is very good.
They rushed to the ride in order to skip the queue.
He was always rushing to work because he was
always late.
Dancing is his greatest enjoyment.
People go to amusement parks for the enjoyment.
Thanks for such a fantastic meal!
He craved home-cooked meals while he was
overseas.
I wrote an article for the local newspaper.
We try to buy locally grown vegetables.
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Formal English

California Fires

"We're okay, but they won't let us go home and we're not sure whether they got the dogs out
or not."

This was day one of the California fires last fall. My brother and his wife left for work that
morning, and by the time they heard about the fires, the road to their mountain home had
been closed. Their two dogs and two cats were stuck in the house, along with all of their
possessions. They had had no idea what was coming, so they hadn't taken anything with
them.

As I sat across the country in front of the Internet, trying to determine whether or not my
brother and sister-in-law's house was safe, I tried to imagine them out there in California.
They were staying with "flatlander friends," or people who do not live on the mountain.
While they were grateful for the hospitality, they were also on edge.

Not knowing what was happening and having to live in unfamiliar surroundings was wearing
on them. Finally, word came. Fortunately, rescue workers had taken the animals to a shelter,
but the house was partially burned.

About a week after the fires, residents were allowed to go back up the mountain. When I
visited about three weeks later, I was awed by the destruction. Nothing remained of many of
the houses on my brother's block but burned-out shells of cars, metal bedsprings, some
broken pottery, and glass melted into unrecognizable sculpture.

The trees stood black and skeletal against the blue sky.

The amazing thing is, my brother and his wife took this fire as a sign that it was time to really
live their lives. They are in the process of selling their remaining possessions, their land, and
their repaired house. They plan to travel the world until the money they are allowing
themselves runs out. My brother calls the fire his blessing.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

stuck unable to get out adjective
to determine to decide, to conclude verb
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hospitality kind and generous way of treating
guests

noun

unfamiliar unaccustomed to, not acquainted
with

adjective

fortunately luckily, by good fortune adverb
partially to some extent, not completely adjective
to remain to stay behind, to be in the same

place
verb

unrecognizable not able to be identified adjective
blessing favor or gift from God noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

They are stuck in the office until they finish the
report.
She's awfully late; perhaps she's stuck in traffic?
She will determine the policy for next year.
They determined that the second option was the
best one.
The guests were grateful for such hospitality after
a long journey.
The hospitality was great; they made me feel at
home.
The subject was unfamiliar to her, so she had to do
a lot of research.
He found himself in an unfamiliar area.
He fortunately was at the library when it started to
rain.
Fortunately, there were two seats open side by
side.
I partially agree with his opinion.
The campaign against drugs was only partially
successful.
They remained undecided about their plans.
They remained in their seats long after the movie
had finished.
The room was unrecognizable after the renovation.
After so many years, he was unrecognizable to his
childhood friends.
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His mother always told him to count his blessings.
The accident was a blessing in disguise.
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Formal English

Student Excuses

"I don't understand why I got a zero on the pop quiz."

The student stands in the doorway to my office, yelling across at me as though she doesn't
want to get too close. She is clearly angry.

"I'm sorry?"

"I want to know why I got a zero on the pop quiz," she says, hand on her hip. "I wasn't even
there."

I stare back at her. This is a new one to me, and I have heard a lot from my students over the
years.

"Right, you were absent. You got a zero."

"But I wasn't there," she says.

I really don't know what to say. She wants to know why she got a zero on a quiz that she
wasn't even there to take. Pop quizzes are, by their very nature, given without warning in
class. If a student is absent, they do not get to make the quiz up.

That would defeat the purpose.

I explain this to the student. She is still not happy and threatens to go to my supervisor, the
department chair. I tell her that is her right as a student. This makes her even angrier, and she
turns to stomp down the hallway.

At the community college, students are allowed to miss a certain percentage of class time.
The problem is that many students take this as their cue to take as much time off as they are
allowed before being removed from the class. I have to admit, I have taken a few college
classes that seemed a waste of time, but I was paying for them, so I went. And despite my
feelings about the class, I usually learned something.

By the way, the student did go to my department chair. She told the student the same thing I
did. We swear that someday, we'll compile a book of student excuses and make a pile of
money, if only from our fellow teachers.
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Vocabulary
English Definition Class
pop quiz short test given without notice noun
to stare to gaze intently verb

to make up to compensate for phrasal verb
to defeat the purpose of to prevent the success of phrase

to have to admit phrase to say reluctantly that you
accept the truth of something

phrase

pile of money phrase meaning a lot of money phrase
to threaten to say you will do something

unwanted in order to make
someone do what you want

verb

chair leader of a department at a
university

noun

to stomp to walk with heavy steps verb
cue signal or sign telling someone to

do something
noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

He hated his class because the teacher always
gave pop quizzes.
They weren't ready for the pop quiz, but they aced
it with no trouble.
They all stared at the beautifully painted ceiling.
The cat stared at the blue bird in its cage.
She made it up to me by treating me to a movie.
They made up for the time lost by working extra
hours.
Overproduction of reusable bags defeats the
purpose of them being eco-friendly.
She will have to admit she's wrong when she sees
the video playback.
I have to admit that these vegetables taste pretty
good.
Even if we had a pile of money, we shouldn't waste
it like that.
We can't buy that because we don't have a pile of
money laying around.
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The bully threatens younger kids to get them to
give him their lunch money.
She threatened to divorce her husband when she
found lipstick on his collar.
The department chair canceled the meeting.
Professor Kim is the department chair of Physical
Sciences.
The boy loves to stomp in rain puddles.
She stomped out of the room in anger.
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Formal English

The Library

"Is this the library?" my daughter asks as we pull into the parking lot.

"Yes, it is," I say.

"Yay! The library!" She is ecstatic and jumping up and down in her car seat. "Can I play on
the computer?"

Although her statement does give me pause, I'm not too concerned about her being happier
about the computer games than the books we are actually there to get. The games are
educational after all, and besides, my daughter absolutely loves to read.

While she plays on the computer, I pick out books for her for the week. Today's children's
books are far different from the ones I remember. For one thing, the library we go to must be
much better funded than the one I went to as a child. Many of the books are new, most are in
good condition, and there is a huge selection. One whole wing of the library is dedicated to
children under thirteen.

I try to pick books that are different from those we have already read.

Different subjects, art styles, and writing styles are what attract me to a children's book. It
always amazes me which books she gets attached to for the week.

Sometimes they are brightly colored, feature talking animals in silly situations, and are full of
fun. Some are quieter books with muted colors and seemingly adult lessons. The lesson from
last week's favorite is that one should never get into a rut. The main character is a couch
potato who is eventually encouraged to try new things by a magic refrigerator. In the end, he
leaves the relative comfort of his home to travel and experience the world firsthand.

I'm not sure who learns more from our weekly library visits, me or my daughter.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

absolutely in a complete and total way adjective
for one thing for a particular reason or example phrase
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seemingly appearing whether truly or falsely adjective
rut fixed monotonous routine noun

firsthand coming from direct observation
or experience

adjective

statement something said or written in a
formal or official way

noun

to fund to provide money for a purpose verb
condition state in which something is in noun

couch potato person who spends much time
watching television

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

There was absolute silence just as he yelled out the
girl's name.
The plan was an absolute failure.
He at least passed the exam, for one thing.
For one thing, it's raining, and I'm also tired, so
let's stay in tonight.
With seemingly no effort, he lifted the weights.
At least he was a seemingly nice guy.
He found himself in a rut doing the same things.
She felt stuck in a rut at her job.
She knows firsthand how difficult the training can
be.
He witnessed the scene firsthand.
His statement was used in court.
The two girls gave contradictory statements about
what happened at the dance.
The program is funded by donations.
He funded his brother's education.
The car is in good condition.
The artifacts are in good condition.
The couch potato watched the game on television
instead of at the stadium.
She was such a couch potato that she never went
outside.
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Formal English

Baby News

My husband held my two-year-old on his knees as the sonographer squirted a cool gel on my
lower abdomen. She began to run the ultrasound tool over my skin, and a grainy black and
white image appeared on the screen. The baby's face was instantly clear; its eyes were open.

"Do you see the lens there?" she said, pointing a manicured finger at the screen.

I nodded.

"What's that?" my daughter asked.

"That's the baby, sugar," my husband whispered.

The technician continued to move the tool, prodding my side in an effort to get the baby to
move out of its position.

"It's got its legs crossed," she said. "Let's see if we can get it to move."

She prodded me again. "Come on. What are you?"

The baby stretched and waved a tiny fist in the air as if in defiance of being disturbed.

"Here we go," she said. "Okay, you guys want to know what it is?"

My husband and I smiled at each other. My daughter stared at the screen.

"Well, I'm 99.9% sure it's a boy!" she said, and she pointed her cursor at our baby's "body
parts."

The first time we were pregnant, my husband and I could not decide whether we wanted to
know the baby's sex. I liked the idea of a true surprise. My husband's curiosity was killing
him. After about four months, I still had not felt the baby move. A friend of mine told me that
finding out her baby's sex helped her to connect with the child she knew was there but could
not feel. This argument made sense to me, and so we found out.

Although I have been feeling this baby for some time now, we made the same decision.
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We have named our son, and we are able to talk to him in a very personal way.

It was the right decision for us.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

sonographer hospital worker who operates a
sonogram (machine that takes

pictures of the insides of people)

noun

to squirt to force a liquid or a gel through a
small opening

verb

abdomen part of the body between the
chest and hips

noun

ultrasound method of producing images of
the inside of the body using a
machine that uses sounds too

high to hear

noun

to prod to push with a finger or sharp
object

verb

in defiance of against the wishes or rules phrase
cursor mark on a monitor that shows

where information is being
entered

noun

pregnant of a female having a baby inside
the body

adjective

curiosity desire to learn more about
someone or something

noun

connect to join or bring together verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Sonographers study how to check the health of
unborn babies.
The sonographer told me our baby is a boy.
She squirted a blob of toothpaste onto the brush.
She stepped on a juice box and the juice squirted
out.
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Sit-ups and healthy eating are needed for a
good-looking abdomen.
He complained about pains in his abdomen.
You can see your unborn baby using ultrasound.
The doctor ordered an ultrasound test for me.
His sister is always prodding him to get him in
trouble.
Don't prod the animals at the zoo.
Civil disobedience is an example of something
done in defiance of the law but still moral.
The student uses her cell phone in defiance of her
teacher's authority.
Place the cursor in the box and click the mouse.
I couldn’t find the cursor on my screen!
Their dog became pregnant.
How many months pregnant are you?
My curiosity about the subject was raised after
seeing the documentary.
The top student had a natural curiosity.
I connected with my junior high school friend on
Facebook.
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Formal English

Fish

"Our fish time is running out," Jason said, sliding the chocolate syrup back into the
refrigerator and handing his daughter her chocolate milk.

"You think so?" Kelly, his wife, asked as she finished rinsing the dishes from breakfast.

"What are you talking about?" I asked, handing out spoons to the two girls sitting at the
kitchen table. "Okay, eat your applesauce," I said.

"Fish time," Jason, the boy, now man, who had been the valedictorian of my high school
class, said in all seriousness. "Guests' welcome tends to run out in about the same time as fish
goes bad in the fridge. About three days."
"Look," I said, "As long as you keep washing my dishes, you can stay as long as you want."

Kelly and Jason both laughed. They were visiting from their home in New Jersey, and we
had been discussing the possibility of their staying one more day for a trip to the zoo.

No matter how much you love the people visiting, there does seem to be an unwritten time
limit. Beyond that number of days and your beloved friends or family turn into obstacles to
get over or avoid living in your house. They begin to be uncomfortable because they are out
of their element, and you begin to be uncomfortable because they are in your element. It may
be as simple as the fact that you have run out of towels, again. Or you've had to run out for
more coffee. Or you missed your favorite television program. You know in your mind that
these things are trivial, but they begin to bother you just the same.

In the end, we decided to chance leaving the fish in the fridge for one more day. I'm glad that
we did.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

valedictorian student with the highest grades in
a graduating class and who

speaks at the graduation
ceremony

noun

to go bad to rot phrasal verb
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obstacle something that makes it hard to
do something

noun

trivial unimportant adjective
chance opportunity noun
to rinse to wash with water only verb
to avoid to stay away from something verb

applesauce sweet thick liquid made from
cooked apples

noun

to bother to annoy verb
to discuss to talk about with another person

or other people
verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

He was valedictorian of his high school class.
The valedictorian walked up on stage nervously in
front of the crowd.
Most of the leftovers went bad.
The milk went bad and made the fridge smell.
They dealt with the obstacles and were successful.
There were many obstacles to overcome before
they could reach their goal.
The problem seemed trivial after some time.
The matter was trivial and ignored.
He had the chance to become rich and famous.
He always bothered his sister when he got a
chance.
The chef rinsed the lettuce so that there were no
bugs.
He quickly rinsed the dish before using it.
Let's avoid any further problems by reviewing the
information.
I avoided the traffic by taking back streets.
My grandmother makes the best applesauce.
The kids had some applesauce as a snack.
He always bothered his sister when he got a
chance.
The howling wind bothered me the entire night.
Let's meet around noon to discuss the project.
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They discussed possible topics for their next story.
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Formal English

Illness

Watching someone you love deteriorate before your eyes is a tough business.

This morning, my mother-in-law called to say that she and my father-in-law were on their
way to Louisiana to see her closest cousin, Jimmy.

Jimmy is in the end stages of lung cancer, and he will be sent home with hospice care in the
next few days.

Now, my in-laws have known about Jimmy's state for about a month.  However, they waited
until the call came that the end was near to drive down to see him. I know that all too often,
people wait until it is too late, and then they drive to the funeral.

"I know that Jimmy will not be Jimmy when I get there," my mother-in-law said. "I just am
not sure that I want to see him that way."

She is I know thinking of her mother who died of cancer back in 1997.
She is afraid that she will forget the Jimmy who sat up all night drinking and telling stories in
my backyard the night of her son's wedding. That she will forget the Jimmy who danced with
his granddaughter every year at Jazz Fest. Who sucked the brains of crawfish in the blistering
heat at the family's annual crawfish boil.

I can't help but wonder whether her logic is correct. After all, it won't be long before I am
faced with this same prospect. My brother's muscular dystrophy is worsening exponentially
every year, and I know that no matter how hard he fights it, the disease will eventually
change him from the person I've always known.

Of course, I will see my brother as often as he lets me. Chances are, I will make a nuisance of
myself. No matter. I will try my best to preserve my memories while spending as much time
as I can with my little brother. As his big sister, I believe that that is my job, nuisance or not.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

to deteriorate to become worse over time verb
lung cancer disease of the lung caused by noun
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cells that are not normal
blistering harsh; powerful adjective

heat hot weather noun
muscular dystrophy serious disease causing

weakening of muscles
noun

exponentially increasingly rapid adverb
nuisance person or thing that causes

problems
noun

to preserve to keep something safe verb
memory something remembered noun
prospect possibility that something will

happen
noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

I hope the economy doesn't continue to
deteriorate.
My grandfather's health has been deteriorating.
My grandfather died from lung cancer.
Smoking is known to cause lung cancer.
The criticism was blistering.
It's hard to escape the blistering heat in the
summer.
Come in from the heat and have some iced tea.
It's hard to escape the blistering heat in the
summer.
Muscular dystrophy is a wasting disease.
Her charity works with patients who have
muscular dystrophy.
The problems have multiplied exponentially under
this management.
The company has seen exponential growth over the
last two years.
My co-worker can be such a nuisance when I'm
trying to finish a project.
Hay fever is such a nuisance in the spring!
We need to preserve our lakes and forests.
Photo albums are a good way to preserve
memories.
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Photo albums are a good way to preserve
memories.
I have so many great memories from my time in
France.
There is little prospect they will agree.
His prospects look good when he graduates from
high school.
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Formal English

Milestones

After we found out about the new baby, my husband and I knew it was time. It was time for
our daughter to move out of her crib and into her big-girl bed.

I got online and searched for the type of bed she would get. Would it be a captain's bed with
drawers beneath? A set of bunk beds for future sleepovers? A simple twin? Since both
children would be sharing the same room, we decided that bunk beds were our best bet. I
found one for a great price on Craigslist and drove an hour and a half to pick it up.

The next day, I took my daughter to pick out her very first set of big-girl sheets, her very first
big-girl comforter, and her very first big-girl pillow. Out of all the sheets in the store, she
chose a hot pink set. The comforter has pink ribbons quilted into it. But it was the pillow that
bothered me the most.

When we arrived home, my daughter helped me wash and dry her new bedding. We made
her bed, and she immediately climbed into it. It was only then, when she had snuggled her
curly brown head into her new pillow, that I realized what was happening. My baby was big
enough to sleep in a regular bed. And she had an adult-sized pillow beneath her head.

Now, I had spent the last two and a half years removing every stuffed animal and other plush
item from my baby's bed for fear of suffocation in the night. We did not have a bumper pad
in her crib when she arrived home from the hospital. She did not use a blanket until she was
well over six months old. And here she was, sharing her pillow with her stuffed lobster and
preparing for her first night in her new bed.

I knew that I would not sleep well that night.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

crib bed with high sides for a baby noun
bunk bed type of bed for two people where

one bed is above the other
noun

to snuggle to sit close to or lie close to in a
comfortable position

verb

suffocation death caused by inability to noun
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breathe
bumper pad soft lining around the inside of a

crib
noun

drawer box with an open top that slides
in and out of a furniture used for

storage

noun

comforter bed covering filled with soft light
material

noun

to bother to annoy verb
curly formed into round shapes adjective

sleepover party where one or more people
stay over at another person's

house

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

He made a crib for the future baby.
The baby slept peacefully in his crib.
The twins slept in bunk beds.
He preferred the top bed of the bunk bed.
She snuggled her face into her teddy bear.
He snuggled up against his big dog.
Suffocation was the cause of death.
The fish died of suffocation when it jumped out of
the tank.
The bumper pad was pink with yellow flowers.
They put a bumper pad on the crib to prevent
bruising.
The drawer was stuck and it wouldn't open.
There was a book and a few pencils in the drawer.
His comforter was big enough for a king-size bed.
The comforter kept me warm through the winter
nights.
He always bothered his sister when he got a
chance.
The howling wind bothered me the entire night.
I like my curly french fries.
Her curly hair was longer than it looked.
The sleepover was always full of junk food and
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games.
They told ghost stories at the sleepover.
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Formal English

Small Talk

When people ask me what I do, it always throws me.

I know the question is coming; it is, after all, standard small talk; but I never seem to be
prepared for it.

It's like asking me what I am, and that is, by no means, a small subject.

Right now, what I do and what I am are Mommy.

When I tell people that I am a stay-at-home-mom, most nod and say, "Oh, uh-huh," and then
look frantically around the room for an easy way out.

I think that they assume I am about to launch into a detailed, scrapbook-aided description of
my daughter and our days together.

The thing is, I know that most people are not interested in those details.

They wanted a simple answer like "I work in IT" or "I'm a teacher."

Not that either of those answers are simple. It's just that they are easy to understand and easy
to dismiss.

But when what I did was teach, I would occasionally get the follow-up small-talk question.

"Oh, what do you teach?"

When they heard "English," there was usually a nervous chuckle and one of the following,
"Oh, I guess I better watch my grammar around you, huh?"

or my personal favorite "I hated English in high school, no offense."

Now why would I take offense? I didn't teach that person.

It seems ridiculous to me that people treat what you do and what you are as fodder for small
talk.
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Why not ask about my earrings or my favorite sitcom?

These are subjects that I have no real emotional attachment to.

If the person who has just engaged me in conversation gets bored and looks away, I will not
be offended.

After all, I do not attach my personal worth to my love of "CSI."

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

small talk informal conversation about
unimportant matters

noun

frantically in a worrisome way adverb
to chuckle to laugh quietly to oneself verb

fodder material that is used for
something

noun

standard acceptable level of quality,
normal

adjective

nervous very uneasy, easily agitated adjective
to nod to move the head up and down verb

scrapbook book with photos or clippings or
notes pasted in it to remember

people or an event

noun

to dismiss to decide not to consider or think
about

verb

sitcom short for situational comedy, a
regular television program with a
group of characters in different,

funny situations

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

They made small talk before the meeting.
They engaged in small talk at the airport.
They frantically prepared for the big party.
She frantically searched the room for her keys.
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A few people chuckled at the inside joke.
The thought of her tripping over her own feet made
him chuckle quietly.
The topic was used as fodder for the article.
He kept up with the game only as fodder for
conversation.
A standard brand is good enough for our needs.
Smart phones have more features than standard
cell phones.
She was nervous before her performance.
I bet you're nervous about the exam next week.
He nodded while his colleague spoke.
She nodded and said yes to my suggestion.
He made a scrapbook of his highschool years.
My scrapbook is full of pictures and clippings.
Let's not completely dismiss the idea; it might be
useful later.
He dismissed the thought of a quick nap and
carried on working.
I like to watch sitcoms with my friends.
My favorite sitcom airs at seven o'clock on
Wednesdays.
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Formal English

Rumpelstiltskin

There was a puppet show at the library today. The puppeteers put on the folk tale
Rumpelstiltskin. I had forgotten the main drama in the story. The female character, hoping to
keep her father out of the king's dungeon, agrees to give Rumplestiltskin her first-born child
if he will only spin straw into gold for her. And why, you may ask, does she have to spin
straw into gold? Well, because her father wanted to impress the king so that the king would
marry his daughter. How did he impress the king? By telling him that his daughter was so
clever that she could spin straw into gold, of course.

In the United States, the idea that a father would be so desperate to marry off his daughter
that he would lie to the king, endangering both himself and his daughter, is disturbing. In the
time period of this tale, however, the only hope for an "aging" daughter of a widower was to
be married to as wealthy a man as possible. The idea that a woman would promise her
firstborn in order to save her father's life is touching and abhorrent at the same time. The idea
that a strange little man would ask for a child in return for a favor is even worse.

But, I suppose it does teach a lesson. Don't make promises you don't intend to keep. Of
course, Rumplestiltskin loses even though he upholds his end of the bargain. In a moment of
weakness or of arrogance, he allows the girl one last chance to keep her baby. She must
guess his name. And she does, albeit she cheats a little bit. So what, really, is the moral of
this story? That weird little men who live in the woods always lose? Perhaps there is no
moral. Perhaps I should let it just be a story. When I asked my daughter what her favorite
part was, she answered, "Spinning the gold, Mommy."

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
folk tale traditional story noun
dungeon underground prison in a castle

that is usually dark
noun

straw dry stems of wheat, rye, oats, or
barley

noun

to endanger to put in a dangerous situation verb
disturbing upsetting or troublesome adjective
abhorrent causing hatred or loathing adjective
to uphold to defend or support verb
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arrogance insulting display of superiority noun
albeit even though conjunction

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The child preferred cartoons to folk tales.
His grandmother tells him folk tales before
bedtime.
He threw the ball to the receiver who dropped it.
Dungeons in movies all look the same.
The pile of straw broke her fall.
The farmer often chewed on a straw while he was
thinking.
Pollution endangers many species.
Drinking and driving endangers many people.
He complained about the program being too
disturbing.
The truth was very disturbing.
He was punished for his abhorrent deed.
The crime was abhorrent.
He upheld his reputation in front of the audience.
She upheld her end of the deal.
The professor's arrogance made him unpopular.
His arrogance was apparent when he spoke.
The food was delicious, albeit expensive.
She came to the meeting, albeit late.
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It's nearing the end of January, and I am sitting at a beautifully set table in a nice restaurant
with my husband.The lights are low and soft, and they reflect in a spectrum of color off the
fine crystal stemware.Polished silver forks lie prone on a spotless, white linen tablecloth next
to a plate of almost translucent china.A five-layer chocolate cake complete with vanilla ice
cream sits on that plate between us, staring me down, daring me to go ahead and take a bite.

I do.

"That lasted longer than most," my husband says, his mouth full of delicious dessert.

"Just leave me alone, why don't you," I say, taking yet another bite.  "It's so good!"

"Yep," he says.

Yes, it's another year, and another year's resolution is broken.This is an eventuality that I
have come to expect.Most of the New Year's resolutions I have made in my lifetime have had
the common theme of depriving myself of something that I love…something that an authority
has deemed "bad for you." Chocolate, sweets, tobacco, alcohol, sitting on the couch,
watching all of the sequels to the movie "Halloween," you name it.If someone has said that
it's bad for you, I probably like it.And I have made at least one resolution to give it up.

Perhaps this year, I will make a resolution to not make resolutions.Is that contradictory?
Well, that's me. Perhaps I'll go with the Greek idea of the Golden Mean, something my
favorite Founding Father, Ben Franklin, lived his life by.Everything in moderation.I'll make a
resolution to give up the guilt associated with breaking my resolutions.Yeah, that's what I'll
do.And, just maybe, I'll have another piece of that cake.

Listen to the entire dialogue.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

to lie prone to lie flat, to rest in a horizontal
position

phrasal verb

translucent almost see-through, just clear
enough for light to come through

adjective

to dare to tell someone to do something verb
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difficult to show courage
eventuality something that might happen noun
to deprive to take away from somebody or

something
verb

to deem to think of someone or something
in a certain way

verb

contradictory having information that disagrees
with other information

adjective

to reflect to cast off from a surface verb
to polish to make smooth or shiny by

rubbing
verb

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The silverware lies prone on the table.
He lay prone on the floor.
The translucent stained glass windows look
wonderful on sunny days.
The translucent jellyfish swam through the water.
The boy dared his brother to eat a can of dog food.
She dared me to jump off the ramp with my
skateboard.
If you plan well, you can handle any eventuality.
Rain is an eventuality we need to consider for the
event.
Cinderella's stepmother deprived her of love.
He couldn't think because he was so sleep
deprived.
The car was deemed unsafe for highway driving.
He deemed it smart to not fight with his boss.
The two girls gave contradictory statements about
what happened at the dance.
The contradictory information confused the
students.
The moon reflected on the water.
The light reflected off the shiny surface.
He was polishing his shoes for tomorrow's
interview.
They polished the floor with their toothbrushes.
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Formal English

Writing

"I'm a writer."

That statement is almost as scary to utter and almost as misunderstood as "I'm an artist."
Saying that you are writer out loud takes a level of courage that many who write do not have.
The problem is that if you don't make money writing, then other members of society do not
consider you to be a writer. If you have not published something in a form that they
recognize, you are also not considered to be a writer.

Saying "I am a writer" means that writing is your job. You do it every day. It is not a hobby
or pastime.  But I can tell you that there are many, many writers out there who have never
made a dime from their writing and who have never published a single thing.

It is a strange life, the creation of worlds and characters who lie dead on the page because no
one ever reads them and brings them to life. For it is not in the writing that a writer takes the
most pleasure. It is in the different interpretations and reactions of the reader, and in the
dialogue created between the writer, the text, and the reader, that the writer finds joy.

Imagine a painter whose work never makes it into a gallery, whose workspace fills up with
the images his mind dreams up. There lie the canvases, gathering dust. It is a solemn place,
almost like a cemetery.

You might be thinking, well, that writer/painter must not be any good.  And, I must confess,
in some cases that is probably true. But not always. The next time someone tells you he's a
writer, ask to read something he's written and really read it. Talk to him about it.  Believe me,
you'll make his day.

Listen to the entire blog.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class
pastime enjoyable activity done during

free time
noun

solemn very serious or grave in manner,
expression, or behavior

adjective
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scary causing fear adjective
interpretation explanation of how something is

understood
noun

statement something said or written in a
formal or official way

noun

cemetery graveyard, area to bury the dead noun
courage bravery, spirit to do something in

the face of difficulty
noun

canvas strong cloth that is specially
prepared to paint on

noun

gallery place where people look at
artwork

noun

to make someone's day to cause someone's day to be
pleasant

phrase

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Baseball is a common pastime for many people.
His pastime is to fly kites.
A solemn crowd gathered together for the
memorial.
He had a very solemn expression on his face.
He was convinced that there was a scary monster
under his bed.
The house at the end of the street looks scary.
Each interpretation of the character was very
different.
There were several interpretations of the painting.
His statement was used in court.
The two girls gave contradictory statements about
what happened at the dance.
The cemetery was a scary place at night.
The cemetery where my grandmother is buried is
beautiful.
He finally found the courage to ask for a raise.
Her courage was recognized by the town.
The painting was done on an enormous canvas.
She slopped the paint onto the canvas
haphazardly.
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His work is on display at the gallery.
The gallery was small, but full of beautiful
paintings.
She made his day by bringing home some donuts.
That compliment just made my day.
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"We're going to buy a new lawn mower."
The statement made me stop everything I was doing.
"We're what?"
"You heard me," my husband said. "We're buying a lawn mower. New."
This may not seem earth-shattering to you, but in the ten years I have known my husband, we
have never even been near a new lawn mower. Instead, we have used one of a virtual fleet of
mowers he and his father owned. These are in various states of disrepair. Don't get me
wrong; they take care of their lawn mowers. However, none of the machines were new when
they got them, and their previous owners' maintenance habits were questionable at best.
The first experience I had with the lawn fleet was a gas-powered push mower that my
husband had picked up at a repair shop. He spent an entire weekend taking it apart, cleaning
every piece with gasoline, putting it back together, and painstakingly painting the deck bright
yellow. When it started up the very first time he pulled the cord, I thought the sun was
breaking through the clouds his smile was so bright.
Mr. Rusty is the family's name for one of our aging riding mowers. We live out in the
country, and our yard is about two acres large. A riding mower is a necessity.  Mr. Rusty
looks like his name. He (not "it," of course) used to be red and silver, but a previous owner
left him out in the rain. After being treated to a thorough cleaning, he runs fairly well.
I think that, after fiddling with lawn mowers every spring for twenty years, my husband
simply got tired of them breaking down. He has more to do on the weekends now that we
have our daughter. Perhaps he just got tired of hearing the sputter of a dying engine.
Whatever the reason, our brand new lawnmower works every time, and it spends its nights in
our shed.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

lawn mower machine to cut an area of ground
with grass

noun

earth-shattering significant, very important adjective
fleet group of ships or vehicles that

move together and are controlled
by the same leader

noun

at best best thing under certain
conditions

phrase

painstakingly carefully and with much effort adverb
rusty covered in the reddish substance adjective
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that forms on metallic surfaces
when there is moisture and air

to fiddle to handle, to toy with verb
shed small building used for storing

things
noun

maintenance act of keeping something good
condition

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

They had many different types of lawn mowers at
the store.
He lent his neighbor his lawn mower yesterday.
The story was earth-shattering for him.
Have there been any earth-shattering events
around you recently?
He was in charge of the Arctic fleet.
That delivery company has a small fleet of efficient
trucks.
At best, they can give you an exchange but not
your money back.
We can maybe get a free lunch, at best.
The meeting painstakingly went on for another half
hour.
The student painstakingly wrote the paper.
The rusty metal made the truck look old.
The wrench is rusty, but it works just fine.
She fiddled with her pen the whole time.
He fiddled with the Rubik's Cube for five minutes
before giving up.
He hid in the shed when they were playing hide
and seek.
The two bicycles are both in the shed.
Good maintenance helps make the equipment last
longer.
There were some maintenance issues with the car.
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Doughnuts
When I was growing up, doughnuts were a special treat, and Winchell's made the best
doughnuts. The store was small and yellow with tall windows and a gigantic, revolving
doughnut on the roof. Once, a chunk of the doughnut fell off, and it looked like some
fairy-tale giant had taken a bite on his way through Los Angeles.
I can remember the way it smelled when you opened the door…fresh dough, hot grease, sugar
glaze, and fresh brewed coffee. The glass display cases were always stocked full of warm
doughnuts…chocolate, crullers, éclairs, bear claws, blueberry, and my personal favorite, apple
fritters. There was something about apple pie filling stuffed into mounds of sugary bread that
was deep-fried and coated in glaze that I could not resist. Winchell's was doughnut heaven.
I take my daughter to Starbucks about once a week for a treat. She enjoys their organic
chocolate milk while I sip my four-dollar coffee. On a recent excursion, I discovered that
they had started stocking apple fritters fresh from some local bakery. I was almost afraid to
order one for fear of it ruining my childhood memories and not living up to Winchell's. I
have to admit, the Starbucks version is not nearly as large (or am I just bigger?), nor is it as
good as my memory. But it is close.
I wonder whether my daughter will come to remember Starbucks this way. Will she
remember the smell of brewing coffee, hot milk, and pastries with a nostalgic fondness? Will
she remember the green sign with the white outline of a face the way I remember the
revolving doughnut? I certainly hope so.

Vocabulary
English Definition Class

treat source of happiness or joy that is
often unexpected

noun

doughnut cake made of fried dough that is
usually shaped like a ring

noun

gigantic immense, exceeding the usual adjective
to revolve to turn, to rotate verb

chunk big piece of something noun
filling food mixture put inside another

type of food
noun

excursion short trip noun
to ruin to spoil, to damage something

beyond repair
verb

nostalgic feeling of some pleasure and adjective
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sadness over something that has
passed

fondness good feeling from love or
friendship

noun

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

The guests were treated to free dessert at the newly
opened restaurant.
It was such a treat to see my grandchildren this
weekend.
The cops were eating doughnuts while the thief
was robbing the old lady.
The chocolate-covered doughnuts with rainbow
sprinkles are my favorite.
The event was gigantic; so many people attended,
and the music was great.
The gigantic turtle swam majestically through the
water.
The earth revolves around the sun.
The building has two large doors that revolve
automatically.
Chunks of fruit were cut and put into the fruit
salad.
The mouse bit a chunk of cheese off and took it
back to its hole.
The one with the custard filling is my favorite.
The sweet pastry had a red jelly filling.
They went on a brief excursion to the woods.
The excursion was a picnic by the lake.
He ruined the surprise by telling her.
I ruined my coffee this morning by putting in salt
instead of sugar.
The nostalgic memories came when she visited her
school.
He felt nostalgic after looking at old photos.
I have a fondness for dark chocolate.
There was fondness in her voice when she talked to
him.
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